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ABSTRACT

Landslides have existed on the slopes of South Table

Mountain, Jefferson County, Colorado since prehistoric times.

It has only been in the last 10 to 15 years, spurred by the

urbanization of the Denver area, that much consideration

has been given to the engineering geology of the area.

South Table Mountain is a large, lava-capped mesa

located just east of the Colorado Front Range. The entire

E4ountain, below the 35 to 100 feet of lava, is composed of

the Denver formation. It consists of poorly-bedded non-

marine shales, clays and clayey sandstones.(LeRoy, 19^6).

Engineering properties of the formation are sls variable as

its lithology. Unconfined compressive strength ranges from

28,800 to 288,000 psf and cohesion ranges from 6,000 to

30,000 psf. Swelling clay is common with swelling ranging

from three to ten percent.

The Rolling Hills Country Club landslide is the largest

active landslide in the area of this report, containing two

to four million cubic yards. Construction of the Rolling

Hills Country Club in 196? reactivated this ancient landslide,

which is still moving, though at a much-decreased rate. Five

zones of movement have been identified on the landslide.

Three areas of past and present active landsliding have been

mapped on the nearby slopes, as have two areas of probable

landslides and five areas of possible landslides.
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Failure of the slopes on South Table Mountain can be

attributed to a gradual time-dependent reduction in strength.

Such losses of strength are common in overconsolidated

sequences of clays, shales and sandstones.

The major danger from the Rolling Hills Country Club

landslide is to the Country Club swimming pool.. The best

remedial measures are to disturb the slope as little as

possible, and to do some limited work to direct runoff away

from the landslide. Danger to new or existing structures

resulting from construction in the area of this report can

be minimized by disturbing the slope and natural vegetation

as little as possible, providing adequate drainage during and

after construction, and employing the services of an engineering

geologist and a soils engineer for any construction project.

IV
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Review of Slope Stability on South Table Mountain

Landslides on the flanks of South Table Mountain have

been recognized for many years. Reports of landslides may

be found in the Golden Globe as early as 1881 (Simpson, 1973a)

and movements almost certainly occurred in prehistoric

times.

Rapid growth of the Denver metropolitan region during

the last quarter-century has led to the encroachment of

subdivisions onto the flanks of South Table Mountain.

However, it has not been until the last 10 to 15 years that

the problem of geologic hazards and their effect on urbani

zation has been taken into serious consideration. Prior

to 1972 there was little or no control by the State nor

requirements for geologic input during the planning of a

subdivision. Pre-existing regulations were the result of

local building codes and ordinances. On May 5» 1972 a law,

commonly referred to as "Senate Bill 35"» went into effect.

This bill strengthens land use controls throughout the

state and requires geologic input during the course of

planning for all subdivisions encompassing more than five
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acres» In the early part of 1976, the Jefferson County

Planning Department began to hold public hearings on the

adoption of maps showing geologic hazards in the county.

During the construction of the Rolling Hills Country

Club in the spring of 196?» a large landslide containing

2 to 4 million cubic yards of material, was re-activated.

Movement has continued to this date at a decreased rate.

Fortunately, no damage has occurred to the clubhouse but

the alumimam swimming pool has been tilted and its bottom

warped. An underground telephone line crossing the landslide

was also damaged, necessitating its replacement by an

overhead line.

Previous Work

A number of workers have studied the geology of the

Golden area in general and the Denver formation specifically.

The earliest comprehensive work was presented in the I896

United States Geological Survey Monograph 27, entitled

"The Geology of the Denver Basin", by Emmons, Eldridge and

Cross. Other papers published before the turn of the

centuiy generally dealt with specialized topics.

In 1925» 1930 and 193^» J.H. Johnson published guides

to the geology of the Golden area. These were followed in

1939 "by a similar publication by P.M. Van Tuyl, et al.

They discussed the structure, stratigraphy and geomorphology

of the area.
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W.Ao Waldschmidt (1939) undertook a comprehensive

study of "The Table Mountain Lavas and Associated Igneous

Rocks Near Golden, Colorado**. He mapped and described the

contact relationship of the lavas with the underlying

sediments and investigated the lava in detail.

As part of his study of the stratigraphy of the Golden-

Morrison area, L.W. LeRoy measured sections on both North

and South Table Mountain and described the Denver formation.

S. 0. Reichert studied portions of the Denver formation in

1953. Although most of his work was directed to the south of

South Table Mountain, it does include some information on

grain-size distribution in the Denver formation south of

the present study axea.

Aside from various rather uninformative newspaper

accounts, an axticle by R. Van Horn in 195^ was the first

to present systematic information about landslides on the

Table Mountains, Other pertinent general geologic works

included bedrock geologic and bedrock and surficial geologic

maps of the Golden quadrangle by Van Horn (1957 and 1972)

and a geologic map of the Morrison quadrangle by Scott (1972a).

Gardner et. al. (1970) produced a ''Preliminary Engineer

ings Geology Map of the Golden Quadrangle" in which the

traditional geologic units have been replaced by units

which are defined by their engineering characteristics.

Charts and tables are included which more fully explain the
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characteristics of the units. This work was the first

comprehensive study of the engineering geology of the

Golden area.

Simpson (1973a and 1973b) has produced two useful maps

of the Golden quadrangle, one showing the area of landslides

and the other showing areas of potential rockfalls in the

quadrangle. Scott (1972b, 1972c, and 1972d) has produced

similar maps of the Morrison quadrangle showing landslides

and areas susceptible to landslides, areas containing

swelling clay, and inferred relative permeability of

geologic materials.

Other works of interest include a study of the soil

conditions and geology in the Denver area and their effects

on foundations.(Hamilton and Owens, 1972), a general dis

cussion of landslide problems in the Denver formation

in Colorado Geologic Survey Specisil Publication No. 1—

"The Governor's Conference on Environmental Geology" (I969),

and a study of the swelling soils in the Front Range Urban

Corridor by S.S. Hart (197^)*

Various reports and investigations have been prepared

by consTilting firms for clients in the Denver area, but

these are difficult or impossible to locate and obtain.
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Scope and Method of Study

This study covers a portion of the north side of South

Table Mountain. Figure 1 is an Index Map showing the loca

tion of the study area with respect to Golden and Denver.

Figure 2 is a copy of portions of U.S. Geological Survey

7.5 minute topographic map of the Golden and Morrison quad

rangles and serves to give a more complete picture of the

setting of South Table Mountain.

The area was mapped to a scale of 1 inch = 500 feet

during the summers of 1975 and 1976. Field mapping, aerial

photographs and published maps were used to compile the maps

for this report. Included as Appendix A are copies of the

more important aerial photographs used here. The area to the

south of the Rolling Hills Country Club was mapped to a scale

of 1 inch = 50 feet and surveying control was established on

the Rolling Hills Country Club landslide in 197^, 1975» and

1976.

This report has five purposes, as follows:

1) to investigate the mode of failure and the extent of.
landsliding near the Rolling Hills Country Club,

2) to analyze the relationship between geology and
landsliding within the study area,

3) to evaluate the hazards landslides pose to engineering
works in the study area,

to estimate effects additional construction on the^
slopes of South Table Mountain might have on existing
structures, and

5) to propose what steps could be taken during construc
tion to minimize the adverse effect of that construction
on slope stability.
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GEOLOGIC SETTING

Regional Geology and Geologic History

Regional Geology; The area of this report is located in

the extreme western edge of the Colorado Piedmont section of

the Great Plains physiographic province. The Rocky Mountains

rise abruptly from the plaiLns less than three miles to the

west of the report area. North and South Table Mountains are

lava-capped mesas with an elevation 500-600 feet higher than

the surrounding countryside. Plate 1 shows the steepness of

the slopes in the area of this report. Clear Creek, a super

imposed stream 25 miles to the west near the continental divide,

is the most important eastward flowing drainage in the immediate

area and separates North and South Table Mountains.

The Front Range is composed of Precambrian granites,

gneisses and schists. Overlying the Precambian rocks, along

the flanks, are sediments ranging in age from Pennsylvanlan to

Early Tertiary. Near the mountain front, these sediments are

steeply dipping and faulted because of uplift of the Front

Range. The most resistant units commonly form prominent hog

backs , which parallel the general trend of the mountain front;

however, in the Golden area the hogbacks are absent due to local

faulting. To the east, the sedimentary rocks dip very gently

to the east (see Figure 3). Several levels of gravel-capped

pediments slope away from the mountains. These pediments and
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their associated gravels range in age from Wisconsin to

Recent. The typical geologic section, as found in the Golden

area, is shown in Figure . The topography, as it is seen

today, is largely a result of the Cretaceous Laramide Orogeny

and subsequent erosional and depositional events.

Geologic History: During the Precambrian era, 15»000 feet

of sediments were deposited, metamorphosed, and intruded by

igneous rocks. A Precambrian Rocky Moijintain system was formed

and subsequently leveled.

Marine sediments were deposited during Cambrian, Ordovician,

Silurian and Mississippian times, but were eroded from the

Golden area prior to the deposition of the Pennsylvanian

Fountain arkose, which unconformably overlies the Precambriaui

granites, gneisses and schists. After deposition of the Foun

tain arkose, the land again subsided resulting in the deposi

tion of the Lyor^ sandstone as a beach deposit. The overlying

Permo-Triassic Lykins formation was deposited in shallow seas.

The non-marine Ralston Creek formation was deposited in

the late Jurassic and early Triassic time. This formation is

not found in localities. The Morrison formation was

deposited next in lakes and swamps dtiring the late Jurassic era.

During the middle part of the Cretaceous ̂ there was a

slight uplift and erosion. Following the uplift, the land to

the east began to subside causing the sea to move westward,

resulting in the deposition of Cretaceous Dakota sandstone,
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which was deposited under both marine and non-marine condi

tions as the sea invaded the land. Further deepening of the

sea occurred and resulted in the deposition of the Benton

shale. Deposition of the Niobrara fonnation, Pierre shale

and Fox Hills sandstone continued in an uninterrupted sequence.

During the depositions of these formations, the Laramide

orogeny was occurring. Streams flowing eastward from the

rising land to the west deposited the Laramie formation as a

series of continental and estuarine deposits. As the mountain

rose higher, the material carried by the eastward flowing

streams coarsened and was deposited as overlapping alluvial

fans' which resulted in the Arapahoe formation.

Following the deposition of the Arapahoe formation, ex

tensive volcanic activity occurred to the west. Erosion of

this andesitic debris resulted in the deposition of the Denver

formation as pluvial, fluvial and lacustrine deposits. Deposi

tion of the Denver formation spanned the Tertiary Cretaceous

boundary (VanHom, 1957). During the early Paleocene ,

volcanic activity occurred in the Golden area. This activity

resulted in the Table Mountain lava flows. The Green Mountain

conglomerate is the youngest formation preserved in the Golden

area, although deposition occurred from the Eocene into the

Paleocene (Scott, 1962, p. 39). Movement occurred along the

Golden fault throughout the Paleocene.
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At least two high level erosion surfaces were forroed

during the Tertiary. Remnants of the lower surface lies at an

elevation of 7500 to 8000 fee (Scott, I963, p. ̂ 9). During

the Quaternary, three pediments were cut along the mountain

front. Below the pediments are five levels of terraces which

have fomed along the streams issuing from the mountains

(Scott, i960, 1962, 1963 and I965). Scott has related the

pediments and terraces to re-occurring climatic cycles. The

physical processes occurring during these cycles are thought

hy Scott to include the following: 1) downward stream cutting,

2) sideward stream cutting, 3) alluviation, 4-) wind erosion

and deposition, and 5) soil formation and then repetition of

the cycle.

Current Climate and Geologic Processes

The climate of the Golden area is temperate and semi—arid.

Precipitation averages 15 inches a year (Baldwin, 1973, p. 70)

with most of it occurring between March and October, with

April and May normally the wettest months. In the winter, snow

falls are common, but these generally melt rapidly with the

snow lasting considerably longer on the shaded northern slopes.

Temperature changes can be rapid, but long periods of

extreme heat or cold are uncommon. Temperatures average 74-° P

in the summer and 28°P in the winter. During the winter months,

the ground freezes to a depth of about two feet; the exact depth

depending on the orientation of the slope and the altitude.

Frost-free days average 150 per year.
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Winds are common blowing from the west and northwest.

Winds from the west occasionally reach velocities of 100 miles

per hour.

The active geomorphic processes are primarily destructive.

Mass wasting and physical weathering predominate, with chemical

weathering playing a minor role. Mass wasting in.this environ

ment includes erosion by running water, landsliding, soil

creep, small scale soil flows, and limited solifluction.

Chemical weathering appears to be limited to swelling action in

certain clays and accumulation of calcium carbonate in the soil

in some areas.

Geology of the Denver Fonnation

The Denver formation was deposited as a series of deltaic,

fluvial and pluvial deposits-. The formation was formally named

by Eldridge and Cross in 1888. Since that time it has been

treated both as a separate formation and as a member of the

Denver-Arapahoe formation when grouped with the underlying

Arapahoe formation. In this report the boundaries of the Denver

formation will be those shown on the geologic maps of the

Golden Quadrangle by VanKom (1952 and 1972). Plate 3,

Bedrock Geologic Map, shows the extent of the formation in the

area of this report:. Three partial stratigraphic sections are

shown on Plate 7, Stratigraphic Sections Through South Table

Mountain. The location of these sections is shown on Figure 2,

and a written description of the sections is in Tables 1 through 3-



TABLE 1

Stratigraphic Section 1
(NW i, Sec. 31* T, 3 S., R. 69 W*)

H
vo
Vjt
ON

Elevation YhlcknoBO

<i050.0

6020.0

6019.0

6017.5

6011,0

6001,0

6000.0

5993.0

5989.0

5988,0

398'KO

5982,0

5980,0

5978.0

5971.0

30-00

l-OO

1-06

6-06

10-00

1-00

7-00

i»-00

1-00

<1-00

2-00

2-00

2-00

7-00

Uoocrlptlon

Latite ( Flow 2 of Waliloohmidt)

Clayatonei tao' to bufft ellty,
andeolte ilebrlo ooinmon*

Sandstonei buffi fine- to mediura-
grainedi maQoive*

Clayatonei buff, maaaive.

Sandatonei buff, medium- to
coarao-grained, locally croan-
bedded, conglomerotio at baae,

Clayatonei tan^ maoaivo, oilty
to Bandy.

Sandotonev buff, fine-grained,
maaaive,

Claystone, buff, maaaivo? aand^.

Sandatoriei gray, fine, ailty, j
Blighty clayey.

Sandatonei dark gray, ailty. |
Siltatonei buff, maaaive allghtly
cla:^y.

Sandatonei buff, fine-grained,'
maaaive.

Clayatonei buff, ailty.

Sandatonei buff, coarae, pebbly.

ShaleI buff, aaody, maaaive.

Elevation Fhickneaa
ft,-in.

5971.0

5963.0

5951.0

5950.0

59<f5.0

59<<3.0

5938.0

5936.0

5920.0

5907.0

5903.0

5897.0

5885.5

B-OO

12-00

1-OO

5-00

2-00

5-00

2-00

16-00

13-00

lf-00

6-00

11-06

Oeecrlption

Sandntonoi gray to buff, roedluro-
to cbarae-gralned, friable, poorly
aorted, allicifled wood.

Clayatonei buff, maaaive, ailty,

Sandatonei gray, medlurn-grained,
poorly aurted, locally croea-bedded.

ShaleI buff to gray, maaaive, aandy,

Sandatonei gray, coerae, oroaa-
bedded.

Sandstonei gray, coarae, pebbly,
allicifled wood.

Siltatonei buff, maaaive, aandy.

Sandatonei gray, maaaive, fine
grained, carbonaoeoua streaks
throughout, conglomeratlo at baae. ,

Sandatonei gray, coarse-grained,
pebbly, crooa-bedded.

Clayatonei buff, maBsive, Bllty.

Sandstonei buff to gray, coarse
grained, massive, friable.

Clayatonei gray to.buff, maesive,
ailty to Bandy, occasional thin
layers of fine sllty sand.



TABLE 2

StratigrapLio Section 2
(jlQlling Hilla Country Club Landslide)

SCI

VO
U\
Q\

Thicknp»i|
-ini

6015,0
I-IO

6013,2
O-IO

6032,3
O-Ol

6032,3
0-U

6031.3
0-08

6010,7
2-01

6028. <f
1-00

6027.
l-ol

6026,1
3-09

6022,1
33-01

5989.0
3-00

5986,0
1-08

5981.3
1-08

5982,7
2-07

5980,1
1-02

59?8,9
0-07

5978,3

Pesoription

LaUtP (Flow 2 of Waldoohmidt)

0and0tonoi light gray, clayey,
looaliy Qongloineratio,

Sandotonei gray, poorly oorted,
olayey, fractured,

Clayatonei hrowp, thiply laminated,
aandy

Sandotono» pinKloh gray, aoft,
coarae-grainodt

Slltetonoi tan, laminated, locally
aandy,

Sandetopei purple, maaolye, poorly
sorted, clayey,

Siltetonei buff, massive,

SandstoneI purplish-gray, massive,

Sandstonei light gray, fine-grained,
eaoily brplceny oross bedded.

Covered,

Clayatonei gray,

Clayatonei red-brown, sandy,

Sandatonei pinKiah-gray, medium
grained, clayey,

SUtetone, buff, aandy,

Siltotonei light gray, pure clay
inclusions,

Sandatonei tan, finad-grained,
clayey,

glevation Thickness
ft,-in.

5978.3

5975.9

5975,0

5920.7

5913.0

5912.h

5906.8

5906.3

5905.8

5905.2

590^.5

5903.5

5901,h

5899.5

5898.2

588h,6

2-05

0-ll

5<1-03

6-U

1-05

5-07

0-06

0-06

0-07

0-09

1-00

2-01

l-ii

1-03

13-08

Deacriptlpn

Siltstonei light gray, gradatlonal
to clayatone,

Sandatonei tan, massive, poorly
sorted, conglomeritic.

Covered,

Sandstone! pinkish-gray, very clayey,
contains fossil leaves,

Sandatonei gray, poorly sorted,
conglomeritic, andesite pebbles.

SandstoneI tan, moderately well
sorted, fissile, cross-bedded,
clayey,

Sandatonei light gray, poorly sorted.

Clayatonei light bfown, slightly
silty,

*

Sandatonei light gray, fined grained,
clayey,

Siltstoneilight gray, sandy,

Sandstonei light gray, fine-grained,
resistant,

Siltstonei tan, interbedded with
clayatone and sandstone*

Sandatonei light-gray, very fine
grained, clayey,

Sandstonei gray, contains fossilize^
wood •

Sandstonei tan, fissile, cross-
bedded, clayey, poorly exposed.

Covered,



TABLE 3

Stratigraphic Section 3
(Wiir Sec, 31, T, 3 S., R, 69 W.)

I
H
NO
0\
On

6010,9

6008,0

6007,0

i  6005,0

,  600?,5

^  6000,5

I  5099.5

5997,0

5996,0

5995.0

59?2,0

5999.0
I

5989,5

5907,0

'  5983,0

2-00

JrOO

2-00

?-06

?-00

1-rOO

2-06

^rOO

J-00

3-00

2-00

Qr06

2-06

0-00

P^eorlplilon

(flow 2 of Mftlddohmtat)

Qlayotono, boff to tan, naaolvo.
aUghtly ollty, blotito,
Clayotonai boff, aandy, bletla
and pyroxlns*

Sandstonat tan, naaalva, arglll-
aoaoua, hornablanda and nagnotlto,

Sandetonai buff aoft, coaraa,
argillaoeoua,

Clayatonoi tan, maaalva, altghtly
allty.

Sandatonai buff, maaalva, madlum
grainad, arglllaceoua,

Slltatonai gray, maaplva, aoft,
allgbtly arglllacaoua,

Clayatonai buff, maaalva, aandy,
baalc mlnarala oommon,

Clayatonai buff, maaalva, soma
ooaraa aand,

Sandatonai tan, firm, maaalva,
allgbtly clayay, baalc mlnarala
common,

Clayaonai tan, maaalva, firm,
allty,

Slltatonai gray, masslya, aoft,
aoma plant remalna,

Clayatonai tan to buff, maaalva,
poorly aortad,

Sandatonai buff, maaalva, clayay,

Slevatlon 'I'hlcknaaa
ft,-In.

.5903.0

5982.0

59dp,0

5960.0

5955.0

5969.0

5966.0

5938.0

5936.5

5933.5

5930.0

5929,0

5928.0

5923,5

5922.5

1*00

2*00

20*00

5*00

6-00

5*00

6*00

3.*06

3-00

3-06

1*00

1-00

lf*06

1-00

DQOoription

ClaysUp#! tao. aaaslv^, all^htly
alltyf

Slltatonai \futt maaalva. allghtly
calcaraouaf aoma carbonaceoua
matarlal.

Clayatonai maaalva. aandy.

Clayatonai buff, maaalva. sandy,
pla^loclaaa cryatala common below
thio point«

Sandatonai buff, maaalva. fine,
firm, allgbtly arglllacaoua.

SandstoneI light buff, maaalva.
angllaceoua.

SandstoneI gray, fine, argilla
ceous*

Claystonei gray, allty, massive* ,

Claystonei gray massive, sllty.
small clay balls*

Sandatonai gray to light buff,
fine, massive, argillaceous, first
appearance of slliclfied wood*

Clayatonai gray laaaaive. sandy*

Conglomerater gray, poorly bedded,
moderately oemented, rounded

* pebbles of tuff up to four Inches.

Claystonei light tan. massive,
allty*

Claystonei buff massive, fine
grained, arenaceous.



table: 3

(Continued) ?
H
NO

On

5921,5

5918,5

5913,5

5906.5

5897,5

5096,5

5893,0

5892,0

5889,5

5883,5

l-OO

3-00

5-00

7-00

9tO0

3-O0

3-06

1-OO

2-06

6-00

Oeaoctptioi)

Qlayp^Onft 8ray, maeeiv9,

Olayatonal alightly Ourf, allty,
pirbonacaoua matarlal,

Sandatonai alightly buff, flna
grained, maaaiva. argillaoeoua,
9ilicifia4 i«po4t fragmanta oommon,

Clayatohei gray, maaaiva,

Cloyatonai dark gray, aandy,
contains numerous rounded andesite
pebbloB up to i inch in diameter,

Sandatona, buff, maeaive, fine
grained, .

Sandatonai buff, medium-grained,
aoft, argillaoeoua,

Sandatonai buff, medium-grained,
soft, argillaceous, cross-bedded,

Glayatonsi gray to buff, massive,

' Sandatonai gray, maaaive to croaa-
bedded, friable, channel fills,

Slevation fhicknees
ft,-in.

58H3,5

5080,5

5879,0

5871.5

5067.5

5862,5

5861,0

5359.0

5856,5

56'i7,0

3-00
%

1>06

8-00

<1-00

<1-06

i-o6

3-00

3-06

9-06

OfQpription

Sa|i<<Btoriei gray* fine-grainodp
ma&Bivfle 0lightly argillaoaousg
oarbonaceouo atroaka« Billoiflad
wood e

Sandatonai gray^ coarse, cross-
bedded a

Claystonei gray, nasslve to poorly
bedded, sllty to sandy.

Sandstonei buff, fine .to mediuiii-
grained, massive, argillaceous«

Claystonei buff, maaslve.

Sandstonet gray, coarse, friable,

Claystonei buff, massive, eilty,

Sandstonei buff, coarse, massive,
slightly calcareous,

Claystonei gray, maasivae
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The Denver fomia'tion differs from "the underlying Arapahoe

fonnaiion in that the former contains large amounts of dehris

from the volcanic activity that was occurring at the time of

deposition* while the latter contains a large proportion of

detritus from the older Precambrian rocks.

Deposition of the Denver formation spanned the Cretaceous-

Tertiary boundary, located paleontoligically (VanHom, 1957

and 1972). It may be found in the area of this report at

approximately the 5780 foot elevation at the western end, and

at the 5900 foot elevation at the eastern end. Reworked

volcanic material is the most common constituent of the forma

tion (Johnson, 1930)* The Denver fonaation consists of:

•  .a poorly bedded series of nonmarine, tan-buff
to gray, arenaceous, gray-wacke shales, minor beds of
gray to tan clays, and occasional thin beds of coarse-
to medium-grained friable sandstones containing an
abundance of mafic minerals including homblends,
augite, biotite and magnetite" (LeRoy, 19^6, p. 101),

Claystones, the most abundant rock type in the formation,

are poorly sorted, silty, sandy and weak. Sandstones, the

second-most common rock type, are coarse- to very fine-grained,

clayey and silty, and are moderately well to very poorly sorted,

Siltstones are clayey and sandy and often grade into claystone

and sandstone. Conglomerates occur as a minor portion of the

formation and are partially composed of mudflows. These are

firm, well- to moderately-well sorted, massive and locally

cross-bedded with a clay or silt matrix (Gardner et al., I969).
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The approximate percentages of claystone, sandstone and

siltstone are 57*^%, 3^9. and 3*1/^ respectively, with conglom

erate forming less than 0.5^ of the formation.

Clays found in the Denver formation are montmorillonite,

some illite and a small amount of kaolinite (Gardner et al.,

1969). Three lava flows are found in the lower part of the

upper third of the Denver formation. These flows cap "both

North and South Table Mountains. All three flows are found on

North Table Mountain, while only the upper two flows. Flow 2

and Flow 3> are foimd on South Table Mountain. The flows have

been variously described as basalt (Waldschmidt, 1939)» latite

(VanHom, 1957) and shoshonite (Scott, 1972a). The thickness

of the flows varies from approximately 100 feet on the western

end of the area of this report to 35 feet on the eastern end.

"The rock consists of very fined-grained to aphanitic' ground

mass of plagioclase feldspar (andesine-labradorite), potassic

feldspar (sanidine), augite, and olivine, with accessory

apatite, biotite, and magnetite. Phenocrysts of plagioclase

feldspar and augite are conspicuous locally" (Robinson, 1972).

Irregularly spaced joints, which are predominately vertical,

produce blocks ranging in size from one to five feet.

Although missing on North and South Table Mountains, I30

feet of the Denver formation was deposited subsequent to the

deposition of the lavas and may still be found on Green Mountain,

fo\ir miles to the south of the report area, where it was pro

tected by the overlying Green Mountain conglomerate (Reichert, 1952)
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Contacts between the various beds within the formation are

indistinct and gradational, with the exception of the contact

with the flows, which is sharp but undulatory. The lithology

is highly variable, giving rise to rapid horizontal and verti

cal changes in rock type. During the construction of the

Cherry Creek Dam in eastern Denver, channels ranging from 50

to 100 feet wide, and 5 to 50 feet thick, were found within a

distance of one mile (Amer. Soc. Civil Engrs., 195^» P» 5)•

Surficial Geology

The classification of the surficial deposits used here

closely follows that used by Gardner et al. (I969). This classi

fication generally follows the scheme of the Unified Soil

Classification System (USC) and denotes the engineering prop

erties of the material. Appendix B explains the USC system.

Seven units are identified in the area of this report:

artificial fill (af), sandy clay (Sc), bouldery sand and clay

(Scb), silty clay (Cm), landslides (LS), probable landslides

(ISpr), and possible landslides (LSpos).

Artificial fill exists as a result of man's activities.

Materials vary greatly, ranging from homogeneous to hetero

geneous and loose to well compacted. In the area of this

report, the artificial fill is found mainly in road embankments,

although two small earthfill dams also exist.
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Three feet or less of sandy clay is found on the top of

the lava flows. Bedding is absent due to the residual nature

of the deposit. Materials range from boulders of latite, to

sand and silt-sized particles,

Boiildery sand and clay covers the slopes of South Table

Mountain, It represents both colluvium and landslide materials.

Depth is variable, from almost non-existent to perhaps a few

tens of feet, in the best preserved landslide deposits. Com

monly, depths range from three to five feet. Deposits vary

laterally and contain a variety of materials, Latite from the

flows may be abundant to non-existent, and ranges from boulders

two to three feet in size to small fragments of less than t inch.

Aside from the pieces of latite, all of the other material comes

from the Denver formation and has a varying clay and sand con

tent, depending on the underlying strata.

Occasionally, a poorly developed soil horizon can be found

in these deposits. Within these deposits, the structure of the

Denver formation has been destroyed by weathering. Near the

contact with the bedrock, small fragments of the bedrock can be

distinguished within the deposit. In most cases, the contact

with the bedrock is fairly distinct and can be recognized by

the change in material from "soil" to rock. Below the contact

with the soil the bedrock is usually fractured and jointed with

the frequency decreasing with depth. However, joints persist

deep into the bedrock.
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Calcium carbonate is often found in the vicinity of the

contact, both in the bouldery sand and clay and in the Denver

formation. It varies in development, displaying locally small

nodules, less than i- of an inch in diameter, or completely

filled joints, coatings on the bottom of stones or zones

completely filled by calcium carbonate. The development of

the carbonate is a function of micro-climate, age, permeability

and texture.

The silty clay extends outward from the base of the South

Table Mountain on the flat and gently rolling terrain. It is'

composed of colluvium and residuum. Thiclmess probably does

not exceed 20 feet. Bedding is usually absent and rapid lateral

variations are common. Textures vary from silty to cobbley.

Groundwater Hydrology

Groundwater is not found in large quantities within the

Denver formation. Permeability is low to very low in the clay-

stones and low to moderate in the sandstones (Gardner et al.,

1969). T amounts of water have been observed flowing in

the channel sandstones in the formation (Amer. Soc. Civil Engrs.,

1954). Perched water tables are possible because of the abun

dance of claystone and siltstone strata.

Springs have been observed in two places in the area of this

report and have been reported on both North and South Table

Mountains. The largest spring- observed occurs in the NW

NW i. Sec.36, T. 3 S., R. 70 W., and flows year-round. The
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other spring is on the south east side and near the head of

the Rolling Hills Country Club landslide. It does not appear

to flow actively year-round.

The Welch Ditch traverses the site at the elevation of

57^5 feet. During that portion of the year when it is flowing,

usually early spring to late fall, leakage contributes to

surface and shallow subsurface flow.

The lava rock capping South Table Mountain is intrinsically

impermeable, but the fracture system accounts for considerable

bulk permeability and a rapid transfer of water from the surface

of the lava to its base. What occurs at the base of the lava

is largely unknown and depends on the topography that existed

at the time the lava was deposited and the nature of the under

lying sediments at any given point■(Rousseau, 1977> personal

communicative). Topographic lows below the base of the lavas

would favor the retention of groundwater and the possible flow

of water into the Denver formation.

Thiere is evidence that most of the groundwater flow in the

area occurs at the base of the unconsolidated surficial deposits.

This is bome out by statements in the report on the subsoils in

the Denver area by the American Society of Civil Engineers

(195^) an<i t)y the field occurence of calcium carbonate at the

base of the surficial deposits. The maximum depth to which

water commonly reaches is often marked by the deposition of

calcium carbonate in semi-arid western regions. As the water
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evaporates, the calcium carbonate carried in solution is

precipitated. Past groundwater regimes were, no doubt,

different than today's and varied with the climate.
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ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS OF GEOLOGIC MATERIALS

General

The engineering characteristics of hoth the Denver

formation and of the surficial deposits in the report area

are similar in many respects. This is not surprising

since the surficial deposits are, for the most part, the

weathered and disaggregated "bedrock. Samples of surficial.

material exhibit an "averaging out" of some of the extreme

characteristics of the bedrock as a result of mixing

various strata.

Data pertaining to the engineering characteristics were

obtained from published sources, supplemented by limited

checks on materials in the report area. Although the materials

of the Denver formation would be considered to be a rock by

the geologist, they act much like and are treated as soils

by the engineer.

Denver Formation

The extreme variability of the materials in the Denver

formation makes it difficult to apply engineering data

obtained in one location to other locations. However, study

of the rocks and the published information can provide

valuable clues to the general characteristics of the materials

encountered.

The Committee on Denver Subsoils of the American Society
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of Civil Engineers (195^) identified and commented on four

frequently occurring lithologies:

"1, Claystone that is brown and highly fractured.
This material, when freshly exposed, has a smooth
texture, and can be easily scratched with the finger
nail. It probably represents a weathered zone at
the top of the Formation. It can be excavated with
air spades, picks, and, in some cases, is sufficiently
soft to be cut by a power auger.

2. Sandy claystones and sandstones that axe brown
and have some fractures. This material gener^ly is
fairly hard when exposed, and resembles Material No. 1,
except that it is gritty and is weakly cemented. It
usually occujTS in very thin streaks and lenses' in hard
brown claystones. These interlensed hard sandstones
and claystones may represent fades of . . . channel

3. Claystone that is blue and soft. When freshly
exposed, this material has a smooth texture and can
be easily scratched with the fingernail. It is commonly
referred to in the logs as blue clay. It is very
compact and tends to air-slake when dry. Usually, it is
not easily cut by ordinaxy excavation equipment or power
augers. This material seems to occur in thick layers,
with occasional blue sandy phases.

Silts tone and Claystone that is blue and hard.
This probably represents the hardest material to be
foimd within the influence of any footing pressures
in the Denver Formation. When freshly exposed it is
very hard and not easily scratched by a fingernail.
It is incipiently fractured, and when air-dried, tends
to break into small irregular chunks. Occasional
slickensides axe foiind, and it may be interspersed
with Material No. 3« Sometimes this material is
improperly identified as a blue clay; however, micro
scopic examination shows much of it to be a siltstone
or claystone. It cannot be cut by ordinary excavation
equipment or power augers, and usually requires a
rotary drill for penetration during boring.

It is not uncommon to find laminations in these
materials, although generally, they tend to be massive.
Material No. 3 tends to overlie or be interlensed with
No. k; and No. 1 commonly overlies No. 3 aiid No. ^1-.
The Committee has not observed, however, No. 2 in
direct contact with any of the 'blue* materials in
the Formation. (The color 'blue* frequently is used
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to descrilDe grayish-black, gray, bluish-gray, and
other dark-colored material's in the Denver Formation.)
In addition to these aforementioned major types,
various other sandy and silty phases often are found.
Purthennore, . . . the hard siltstone or hard blue
claystone may contain soft zones composed of either
clayey or silty materials. This irregularity in
hardness was further pointed out by the variance in
blow counts whenever a penetration spoon was used in
the Denver Formation. In some cases, these counts
ranged from as low as 6 to as high as iWO blows per
foot. The soft zones do not seem to occur at any
particular depth, and may be found relatively close
to, or as much as 80 feet below, the bedrock surface.
The greatest noted thickness of such a soft layer
was 2 feet."

The descriptions provided in the report on the Denver

subsoils differ from the descriptions given with measured

geologic sections because the geologist is normally looking

at expostires that are dried and weathered, and even when

he is looking at a "fresh" exposure in the outcrop, it is

not as fresh as that seen by the soils engineer in borings

or excavations.

The Committee also analyzed numerous drill logs and

prepared a chart showing the percentage of each soil type,

as classified by the Unified Soil Classification, foimd in

the Denver area. The percentages were obtained by counting

the number of times a particular soil appeared in the logs,

not the total number of feet out of the total footage drilled

that each soil represented. They are presented here as

Table

Numerous borings have also been made along 32nd Avenue



TABLE ̂

FREQUENCY AND OCCURENCE OF SOIL GROUPS
COmON TO THE DEJrVER AREA

SOIL DfiSCRIPTION
PROBABLB
. O.S.C.

PERCENT
OCCUIJRENCE

Inorganic clays of low to nediiua
plasticity, gravelly clayst sax^y
clays» silty or lean clays.

CL 24*2

Ondirferentiated. relatively low
density fill naterials (debris, slag,
etc.). and niscellaneous soils not
classified»

— 10.9

Clayey sands, poorly graded sand-
clay nixtures with some gravels.

sc 9.5

Poorly graded sands or gravelly
sands with little or no fines*

SP 9.0

Silty sands, poorly graded sand-^
silt mixtures with occasional
gravel*

SH 3.6

Mell«graded gravel-sand mixtures
(equal parts of sand and gravel),
with little or no fines.

GW-SM 7.^

Well -graded sands or gravelly
sands with little or no fines*

sw 6*5

Inorganic silt-clay mixtures or
very fine sands with silt-clay
components and having low
plasticity.

ML-CL 5.7

Inorganic silts and very fine
sands, rock flour, and silty or
clayey fine sands of alight
plasticity.

ML 4.3

Clayey gravels, poorly graded
gravel-sand-clay mixtures.

GC

Poorly graded gravel-sand mix
tures in equal parts with little or
n» fines*

GP-SP

Well graded gravels or gravel-
sand mixtures with little or no
fines*.

GW 1*6

Inorganic clays of high
plasticity, fat clays*

ca U5

Poorly graded gravels and aand-
gravel mixtures with little or no
finest

GP 1^3

Silty gravels .poorly graded
gravel-sand-ailt mixtures*

GM 1*2

Predominantly cobbles or boulders
:  witir sand, gravel, and clay or silt

•Mwttar (minus 200-seah aixea}^
— 0^9

Organic: silts- and organic silt-
clay a£ low plasticity*.

OL 0*9

Organic clays of^ high plasticity*. OH

Peaty or other highly organic
soils..

Pt 0.4.

Xhorganic silts, micaceous and
diotanaeeous fine sandy or silty
soils and elastic silts*

m 0*2

^ Uhlfled. Soil ClassiXication-iSee Appendix B«
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south of the Adolph Coors Brewery, for that concern, as a

part of a study of landslides in that area (see Figure 2).

Eighteen logs of holes drilled "between the elevations of

5600 to 5700 feet were analyzed and the percentages of the

various materials encountered were calculated, "by dividing

the total footage of the borings by the footage of each

soil type. Seventy-six and one-half percent of the material

was at least partially clayey in nature with the remainder

being rock, gravel or sand. The exact percentages are given

in Table 5»

Data on the strength of the Denver formation soils are

difficult to obtain. Some limited data are available from

the report on the Denver Subsoils (Amer. Soc. Civil Engr., 195^)*

During construction of Cherry Creek Dam, the Corps of Engi

neers and the Bureau of Reclamation performed unconfined

compression tests on samples of the formation. The materials

tested were classified as a "bentonitic claystones, silty

bentonitic claystones, friable sandstones, and calcareous

sandstones." (Amer. Soc. Civil Engr, 195^f P» 22) The tests

showed unconfined compressive strengths of 28,800 to 288,000

psf with little correlation between lithology and strength,

although it did appear that sandstones tested slightly

stronger than claystones. Some "quick" triaxial shear test

data were also available. On a sample of "blue siltstone"

(Amer. Soc. Civil Engr., 195^» p» 23) the test yielded an
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TABLE 5

Frequency And Occurence
Of Soil And Rock Groups

Between 5^00 And 5700 Feet Elevation
North Side Of South Table Mountain
(SW i, Sec. 27, T. 3 S., R. 70 W.)

Soil or Rock Group Frequency of Occurence

Clay shaAe 22.6%

SC-CL* 12.570

Clay 12. V

SC 10. 6fo

GW 9 *5fo

Sand with clay Q,6fo

Sandy shale 6,5%

Shale 6,3%

GC 2.9?5

Shale and sandstone 1.7?^

Rock 1'6%

CI 0.8fi

GV/-GC 0.

♦Unified Soil Classification.. See Appendix B.



TABLE 6

Results Of Slaking Test On Selected Rook Samples H
VO
Ui
On

Sample Wo» Rock Deacription and Result of Teat

RS-1 Slltstonei Light gray, sandy, clayey.
After three wet-dry cyclea the specimen had
broken into several smaller piecee. Strength of
this unit would be low,

RS-2 Claystonei Purple-gray» sandy, massive, poorly
sorted.
The sample began to disintegrate immediately
upon wetting and when dried was a mass of
disaggregated soil particles. k\lhen wetted the
second time the sample completely disintegrated#
This sample showed high swell when wetted,

RS-3 Claystonei Light gray, sandy, massive# ^
Mo immediate reaction upon wetting, but exhibited
concoidal fractures upon drying# «ilhen wetted the
second time the sample swelled noticably but
did not fall apart. After the third wet-dry
cycle the specimen was partially disintegrated.
This unit would have a low strength,

rS-4 Sandstonei Light gray, clayey, fine-grained.
The s^ple showed no appreciable reaction on
the initial wet-dry cycle but disintegrated
slightly 2k hours after the second wetting.
After three wet-dry oycles the sample was
partially disintegrated and showed low strength#
The sample also swelled somewhat vihen wetted#

RS-5a Sandstonei Pinkish-gray, clayey, coarse-grained,
poorly sorted, .
No immediate reaotlon on the first wetting, but
showed cracks when dried. After the second
wetting the specimen swelled and material began
to slough off. After the fourth wet-dry cycle
the specimen had disintegrated.

Sample No, Rock Deaoription and Result of Test .

RS-5b Sandstonei Pinkish-gray, very clayey, coarse
grained, poorly sorted# Lower portion of unit
containing RS-5a*
Specimen sloughed and cracks fonaed a few
minutes after the first wetting. Upon drying
the specimen was cracked and almost completely
disintegrated# Upon the second wetting the
specimen swelled and disintegrateda

RS-6 ' Sandstonai Purple, clayey, nassivat poorly
sorted.

After the first wet-dry cycle the sample waq
cracked and partially disintegrated, Upon the
second wetting the sample swelled noticably
and crumbled#

R3-7 Siltatonei Buff, masbive.
No immediate reaction on the first watting but
the specimen was cracked and showed a platey
atnioture upon drying* On the second wetting
the apeoimen swelled and broke into, flakes#
Upon subsequent wettings the flakes did not
disintegrate further*

RS-8 Sandstonei Purpliah-gray, massive#
Minor sloughing when wetted and was fractured
and somewhat disintegrated when.dry, Mhen
wetted the second time the sample dislntegratsd
along the previously fonaed cracks*

RS-9 Sandatonei Light gray, fins-grained, easily
broken, cross-bedded*
Some minor sloughing ocoured on the first
wetting and fractures were visible when the
spaoimen was dried* Little change was noted
on subsequent wettings* The apeoimen did
not disintegrate but oould be easily broken
when dried*

NoteI Samples P^-1 through RS-3 were taken from a small
exposure of the Denver formation below triangulation
point, Sniper's Point, and RS-^ to RS-10 were taken
from below triangulation point, Quarry*
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angle of internal friction of 0° and a cohesion of 14,000

to 30,000 psf. Similar tests on a sample of ""brown

claystone" showed an angle of internal friction of 0° and

a cohesion of 6000 to 20,000 psf.

Cohesion may also "be calculated from the data obtained

in unconfined compression tests using the formula:

°  2

where c = cohesion, and q.^ = unconfined compressive strength.

Using the previously mentioned values for the compressive

strength, 28,800 to 288,000 psf, the cohesion is l4,400

to 144,000 psf.

Tests were conducted on 10 samples of the Denver forma

tion in an attempt to determine the tendency of the rocks to

slake on alternate wetting and drying. Samples RS-1 through

RS-3 were taken from a small exposure of the Denver formation

below triangulation point. Sniper's Point, and samples

RS-4 to RS-10 were taken from below triangulation point, •

Quarry. The writer was unable to locate any published

standards for such tests, so the method used consisted of

covering the sample with distilled water and allowing it to

stand in excess of 24 hours and then drying the sample at

105^0 for 24 hoiirs. The appearance of the sample was

observed upon the initial wetting, after soaking for 24 hours

and after drying. This cycle of events was repeated up to
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four times, or until the sample fell apart. The results of

the test are listed in Table 6, In general, those samples

composed of the finer material and containing swelling clay

failed completely after one cycle on the second wetting, and

the coarse (sandy) samples were significantly weakened, if

not completely disintegrated by the third wetting. Samples

exposed to natural conditions probably will not fail as

rapidly as the samples in these tests. This is because the

rocks tested had already been wetted and dried due to the

exposure of the sample in the outcrop and because natural

wetting and drying cycles are less severe than the test

conditions. However, these tests indicate that the rocks

lose strength rapidly when alternately wetted and dried, as

would continuously occur in nature.

Surficial Denosits

Artificial Fill. The character differs because of the

mixture of various materials. This material should be

easily excavated and compacted with power equipment. Eroda-

bility will be high in unprotected fills. Foundation

stability will vary depending on the soil used in the fill

and its compaction. Light structures can be built, but

foundation conditions will not support heavy structures.

Silty Clay. These deposits are classified as CL, CH and •

SC in the USC system. They are easily excayated and compacted
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although boulders may cause some problems. Infiltration

will be low, and r^onoff will be moderate to rapid, varying

with the steepness of the slope. Erodability is moderate.

Foundation conditions are poor. Expansive clays cause

heaving in light structures. Heavy structures may settle.

Clayey Sand. These deposits are classified as SO in

the Unified Soil Classification. Excavation is easy and

compaction moderately easy. Infiltration and runoff is

moderate. Foundation conditions axe poor due to frost-

heave and poor compression characteristics.

Bouldery Sand and Clay. Materials found in these

deposits are classified SC, GC, and some CL, CH and SW.

Swelling pressures in these deposits are often critical.

Excayation is usually easy with power equipment except when

bouldeirs are present. Compaction is not difficult. Infil

tration is slow on the slopes and moderate on the flatter

areas. Runoff is rapid to moderate. Erodability is not

great except in gullies. Foundation conditions are poor

to moderate because of the rapid changes in material and

abundant swelling clays.
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ROLLING HIDES COUNTRY CLUB LAM3SLIDE

Methods and Scope of Study

The Rolling Hills Country Club Landslide was studied by

combining four steps, as follows;

1) by gathering all ai'ailable information about the history
of the landslide,

2) by surveying the landslide and by preparing a topographic
map of the slide,

3) by mapping scarps, cracks and other significant features
on the topographic base map, and

by examining the geology, where exposed.

Information about the design and construction of the

Country Club is lacking for the most part. The architect,

Hobart Wagner and Associates of Boulder, Colorado has plans

of the building, but no final site or grading plans. He did

have a topographic map of a small portion of the landslide

as it appeared before construction began. This map is repro

duced here as Plate 8. Petry-Vappi Constiraction Company, the

builder, is reported to have information about the constmiction

in their vaults, but they could not locate it. Kal Zeff

(now GEOTEK, Inc.), the soils engineer for the project was

unable to locate the report pertaining to the Rolling Hills

Country Club because it was out of their "active" files.

A surveying control system and a series of four stake lines

was established on the landslide in the spring of 197^ by

students in the plane surveying classes of the Basic Engineering
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Department at the Colorado School of Mines. Hprizontal

control was provided by a quadrilateral and four secondary

control points tied to the quadrilateral. The four corners

of the quadrilateral are referred to as East Lot, West Lot,

Quarry and Snipers Point; and the four secondary control points

are referred to as Cable, Boulder, Scarp and Rocky Point.

Three of the four stake lines run up the slide in a north-

south direction and the fourth runs across the slide in an

east-west direction. These lines are called the Eastern,

Center, Western and Lateral Stake Lines. Topographic mapping

was done using plane table methods to a scale of 1 inch = 50

feet. The system was resurveyed in 1975 and 1976, and addi

tional mapping was completed both years» A more complete

discussion of the surveying program may be found in Appendix C.

Plate 10 is a map showing the surveying system and data from

the survey is contained in Tables 8 to 15. Figure 4 is an

Index map of the Rolling Hills Coxintry Club landslide.

During the summer of 1975» all major cracks, scarps,

breaks in slope and other features of the landslide were

mapped- onto the base map using plane table methods. The

offset of the scarps and the separation of the cracks were

also measured. This work-is presented in Plate 11,

Where exposed, the bedrock was examined to determine its

engineering properties and contributions to the landsliding

process. Samples were taken from the exposures near the head
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of the slide and subjected to the slaJking tests mentioned

earlier. A stratigraphic section was measured beginning

near Quarry and proceeding downslope until the section was

covered by loose material. A portion of the section was

measured in landslide blocks and is therefore not at its

true elevation. The location of the section is shown on

Plate 11, a written desciption is contained in Table 2 and

a graphic section in shown on Plate ?• Measurements of the

strike and dip of joints were made at two locations in the

Denver formation and one location in the lava flow. The

points where the joints were measured are indicated on Plate

11. The data for each location was plotted on a Schmidt

net. These plots are presented in .Appendix D»

From the above work, five major zones of movement were

recognized within the overall framework of the landslide.

These zones are shown on Plate 12, Four cross-sections were

drawn, one along each stake line. The slip surfaces shown

on these cross-sections are only estimates since no subsurface

information was available. The cross-sections may be found

on Plate 13•

History of the Rolling Hills Coimtrv Club Landslide

The original Rolling- Hills Co\mtry Cluh was located

slightly less than a mile northeast of its present location

in the valley of Clear Creek, just north of 32nd Avenue. This
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site is presently occupied "by the Applewood Golf Course.

Because the Adolph Coors Company wanted to quarry the gravel

in the valley, where the club was located, an arrangement

was reached whereby Coors would trade land with the Country

Club and build a new clubhouse and golf course. Construction

began early in 196?.

Before continuing with the history, it is necessary to

describe the site prior to construction of the Countiy Club.

The ancestral Rolling Hills Country Club landslide can be

clearly seen on old aerial photographs of South Table Mountain.

Figures A-1 and A-2 are copies of some of the aerial photogra

phs taken in the early 1950*s. The toe of the landslide has

a pronoimced lobate form that shows up well even on topo

graphic maps. The surface of the landslide was rolling and

was bisected by a drainage which extended from the crown of

the slide to the end of the toe. Examination of the photo

graphs does not reveal any evidence of recent movement in

the body of the slide proper, although two smaller secondary

landslides exist at the head of the major landslide.

Quarries were operating on South Table Mountain during

the late 1930*s and continued to operate at least as late as

the summer of 1938 (Van Tuyl, 1938, p. 29). One of the

quarries was immediately above the head of the Rolling Hills

Country Club landslide. A road to the quarry ran from near

the western edge of the area of this report, eastward across
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the head of the landslide with a switchback near the position

of Rocky Point and then upward into the quarry. Across the

head of the landslide two road levels appear to have existed.

Today the roads are overgrown and covered with large pieces

of lava that rolled off the quarry floor, but can still be

distinguished by the bench-like form.

These roads may be seen on Figures A-1 and A-2 and it can

also be seen that they have been cut by two small landslides.

The first is. on the southwest comer of the head of the

ancestral Rolling Hills Country Club landslide. It is apparently

rotational in nature and approximately 250 feet wide, ̂ 00

feet long and contained somewhere beteen 50,000 and 90,000

cubic yards of material. The crown of this slide extends

into the base of the quarry floor, leaving an exposed scarp.

The east flank of the slide is lower than .the west flank and

may be moving as a separate mass. This landslide is included

in Zone I as shown on Plate 11.

The second landslide runs from the general location of

Rocky Point to a point 35 to ̂  feet west of the eastern

stake line. The crown of this slide cut the northern edge

of the quarry road and the slide extended down the slope for

about 250 feet. The volume was on the order of 17,000 cubic

yards. A large drainage extended through this slide and

apparently drained part of the quarry floor.
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Figure 6:
I·~~l~_,_

The toe of the Rolling Hills Country
Club landslide at the start of construc-
tion during the spring of 1967. (USGS
Photo)

Figure 7: View eastward along the telephone line
crossing the Rolling Hills Count~J Club
landslide, spring 1967. (Photo courtesy
of Dr. L.W. LeRoy)
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Figure 8': Cracking above the toe of the Rolling
Hills Country Club landslide, spring
1967. (Photo courtesy Dr. L.W. LeRoy)

When construction began, the club house was placed on the
northern edge of the toe of the ancestral slide with the parking
lot to the south. Figure 6 was taken from the left flank of
the landslide during the early stages of construction. At
this time, the grading was limited to the area around the
club house ~~d the parking lot. The reaction to the ch~~ged
stress conditions caused by the grading seem to have been rapid.
Large cracks can be seen ~n the center and right center por-
tions of Figure 6. Figures 7 and 8 were also taken at
approximately the same time and show the extent of cracking.
Figure 10 shows the northwest side of a large mound that existed
on the ancestral slide pr~or to construction. This mound can
be seen on th? extreme right of Figure 6 and on the topographic
map of the slide prior to construction (Plate 8). These cracks
were over a foot wide and had a depth of several feet.
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The telephone line that traversed the slide can he clearly

seen in Figures •? and 8 . According to Mountain Bell, this

was installed across the landslide as an underground

1965» It was encased in cement—asbestos pipe buried

thiirty inches deep. Failure of the telephone line occurs before

it is actually broken. As movement progresses, the pipe that

houses the cable shifts, abrading the cable, causing shorts.

Sometime during the summer of I987 the underground telephone

liiis was abandoned and the line was placed on poles.

Movement continued throughout I967. Zone III, as shown

on Plate 10, was the principal area where movement occurred.

Figure 9 shows the toe of Zone III as it appeared in April or

May of 1967. This area is now the site of a large mound of

soil. Figure 10 shows the right flank of the same area. Dis

placement along the scarp can be clearly seen. The magnitude

of the movement was great enough to require periodic realign

ment of the telephone poles. By November I967 the telephone

poles had moved at least ten or fifteen feet. The displaced

poles are pictured in Figure 11. The same area, as it looked

in the summer of 1975f is shown in Figure 12. The telephone

pols showing the greatest movement in Figure 11"has since been

removed and the cable is carried on a suspension system.

Photographs exist, but are not reproduced here, which show

that the landslide was graded from the parking lot to near the

top of the slope in an apparent effort to unload the head of



Figure 9 Zone III. Rolling Hills Country Club
landslide showing the failure of the
toe of this Zone soon after grading in
the spring of 1967. (Photo courtesy
Dr. L.\'i.LeRoy)
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-Figure 10: The right flank of Zone III, Rolling
Hills CountrJ Club landslide. soon
after grading in the spring of 1967.
(Photo courtesy Dr.L.W. LeRoy)
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J
Figure 11: View eastward across the Rolling Hills

Country Club Landslide showing the dis-
placement of the telephone line where it
crosses Zone III, November 1967. (USGS
Photo)

Figure 12: View eas~Nard across the Rolling Hills
Country Club landslide showing the tele-
phone line as it looked in the summer
of 1975-
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the slide and reduce the driving force. During March I968

the landslide was again graded and substantial material was

removed from its head. Figures I3 and 14 are aerial photographs

of the slide taken during these regrading operations. The toe

of Zone III can be seen failing even as remedial work was

being conducted. The scarp along the right flank of the area

can also be seen. Also of interest is the graben that is

forming at the head of Zone IV, This feature shows up as a

slightly darker line on the left edge' of Figure 14,

During this remediaJ. work the toe of Zone I was removed.

Removal of the toe led to renewed movement in this area.

No history is available for the period from March I968 to

May 1969. By the latter date the landslide was beginning to

take on the form it has today. The bulge at the northwest•end

of the parking lot was beginning to form and the western half

of the landslide was assuming a bowl shape, although it is

hard to tell how much of this appearance was caused by the

remedial work of the previous year, A drainage channel was

graded behind the mound to catch the runoff from the slope

and direct it into Welch Ditch, Little movement appears to

have occurred in Zone I up to I989, Zone II was moving, with

the toe e^qjanding downslope through soil flow. Zone III showed

the most movement. Figure 15 shows the landslide as it

appeared in June I969.
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Figure lJa: The lower half of the Rolling Hills

Country Club landslide during remedial
grading operations in March 1968. (USGS
Photo)
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Figure IJb: Overlay on Figure lJa, showing zones of
movement (I), limits of the ancestral
Rolling Hills Country Club landslide
(----) and the limits of the remedial
grading (••••).
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Figure 14a: The upper half of the Rolling Hills

Country Club landslide during remedial
grading operations in March 1969.
(USGS Photo)
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Overlay on Figure I4a showing zones
of movement (I). limits of the ances-
tral Rolling Hills Country Club land-
slide (----) and the limits of the
remedial grading (••.•).

Figure l~b:
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Figure l5a: Aerial photograph of the Rolling Hills
Country Club landslide taken in June
of 1969. (USGS Photo)

....

Figure l5b; Overlay of Figure l5a showing zones
of movement (I), limits of the ances-
tral Rolling Hills Country Club land-
slide (----), and limits of the remedial
grading (.••.).



Figure 16a: The Rolling Hills Country Club l~~dslide
taken in October 1975.
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Figure 16b: Overlay of Figure 16a showing zones
of movement (I), limits of the
ancestral Rolling Hills Country Club
landslide (----) and limits of the
remedial grading (.•.•).
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History of the Rolling Hills Country Cluh Landslide is

lacking from I969 to the beginning of the present study. This

is because the history was deduced using the available photo

graphs and no photographs or other materials were available

for this period of time.

Ma.ior Zones of Movement

Five major zones of movement have been identified on the

Rolling Hills Country Club Landslide. Four zones, I, II, III

and IV, are more or less independent of each other and the

fifth, V, is a combination of Zones III and IV and the space

between the two.

Zone I; In the course of the grading on the upper portion

of the ancestral landslide, the toe of the recent slide on the

southwestern edge of the crown of the ancestral slide was

removed. Removal of this material exposed the Denver forma

tion east of stakes 2 through 6 on the Western Stake Line and

between the Center and Western Stake Lines south of Zone III.

It was in the exposures of the Denver formation in Zone I

where the strike and dip of the joints was measured and where

a portion of the stratigraphic section was measured.

Most of this zone is pictured in Figure I7. The light-

gray area in the center of the photograph is the exposed Denver

formation, as is the buff-colored bare spot on the cliff above

the gray area. Cracking and other signs of distress can be
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Figure 17a: The toe and left flank of Zone I,
Rolling Hills Country Club landslide,
summer, 1975 •

... . . . . .. -- .. I. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...
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Figure 17b: Overlay of Figure l7a showing zones
of movement (I), limits of the ances-
tral Rolling Hills Country Club
landslide (----) and the limits of
remedial grading (•.•.).
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seen along the top of the lower cliff. The toe of this zone

is a large linear mound of soil and weathered bedrock and is

located just above the gray area on the photograph.

Analysis of the surveying data indicates that the toe in

the vicinity of stake 6 moved more than 2.5 feet from 197^ to

1976, while the area below the toe neair stake 7 on the Western

Stake Line moved only about 0.6 feet in the same time period.

The lateral deviation of the stakes in this zone is mostly

in a westward direction, which is completely out of character

with the direction of sliding which is to the northeast.

A considerable volume of surface water runs through this

Zone during rainstorms. The slope of the quarry floor is such

that water collecting in the quarry is directed over the cliff

and into the head of this Zone. A prominent drainage passes

between stakes 2 and 3 on the Western Stake Line and is a

result of the concentration of runoff by the old quarry road

that runs along the north rim of the Mountain. The bare spot

on the cliff in the center of Figure 17' is a result of erosion

by this drainage.

Zone II; Zone II was an active area of movement before the

ancestral landslide was disturbed by construction and the

remedial grading. During spring and early summer, standing

water is common in this Zone. The abundant water supports a

heavy growth of bushes and tall weeds. The vegetation is so

thick that access is severely limited except in the fall and

winter.
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Movement occurs "by flowage at the toe and center of the

Zone and hy rotational movement at its head and flanks.

Figures 18 and 19 serve to show the grovrth of the toe from

1969 to 1975.

Beginning just "behind the toe and extending up the slope,

the ground becomes very hummocky. In the area between stakes

32 and 35 on the Eastern Stake Line there is a series of

paraJ-lel scarps running roughly up and down the slope. Upslope

from stake 35 the crack and scarp pattern becomes arcuate,

roughly paralleling the contours. Closed depressions are

fo\ind throughout this Zone.

The head has a prominent horseshoe shape with steep walls

five to six feet high. At the southernmost point of the horse

shoe is what appears to be a spring. In October when all the

surrounding areas were very dry and the soil was cracked, the

back of the horseshoe was still damp. Although most of the

material exposed at the head of Zone II is weathered, small

fragments of the bedrock can be found in the steep wall of the

horseshoe-shaped area.

Z"one III; Zone III is the most active and most easily

recognized zone of movement on the Rolling Hills Country

Club landslide. As mentioned previously, the toe of this Zone

began falling as soon as it was disturbed by the construction

of the club house and the parking lot. The deepest cuts were

made in this vicinity during construction. A map showing the
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Figure 18: The toe of Zone Ii. Rolling Hills
Country Club landslide. looking east.
Taken in June 1969. (USGS Photo)

Figure l~: The toe of Zone II, Rolling Hills
Country Club, looking east, summer 1975.
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Figure 20: The mound at the toe of Zone III,
Rolling ~~lls Country Club landslide,
fall 1975.

cuts and fills made during construction is presented as Plate 9.
The writer compiled this map by comparing t~e present topo-
graphy (Plate 11) with the topography before construction
(Plate 8).

The toe of Zone III is well-defined by a large mound of
soil and rock, shown in Figure 20. Secondary slumps have
formed on the face of the mound and are threatening the parking
lot. In 1970, approximately 1200 cubic yards of material were
removed from the mound. The western flank of this Zone is
indefinitely defined by a series of poorly developed cracks
and small depressions up to the vici~~ty of the telephone line.
Above the telephone line, the western fl~~ is well-defined by
a large scaz'pthat slowly swings to the east as it p:::,ogressesup
the slope. After a small break in the scarp at the southern end
of Zone III, the scarp continues eas~Nard.
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The eastern flank is also well-defined by a scarp that runs

from the toe, up the slope, to the southern end of the Zone.

This scarp is shown in Figures 10 and l3» Below the road, the

downthrown side a2temates between the east and west sides.

This is the only place on the landslide where such variations

in the downthrown side were observed. The reason for these

variations is not known, but it. may well reflect control by

the underlying bedrock. Upslope from the road and telephone

line, the downthrown side is on the west. Beginning at an

elevation of about 5825 feet, the scarp dies out and is re

placed by a series of cracks with small offsets. The boundary

continues upslope passing between stakes N and 0 on the Lateral

Stake Line, finally meeting the western flank slightly south of

stake 28 on the Center Stake Line.

When viewed from above. Zone III has a step-like appeaxance

that is caused by the scarps and cracks arcing from one flank

to another. Progressive uphill migration of the slope failure

is responsible for this appearance. Figure 21, a view south

eastward across Zone III is illustrative.

Along the eastern flank, between stakes 13 and 16 on the

Western Stake Line and stakes F to I on the Lateral Stake Line,

are a series of scarps up to 30 inches in height. All of these

smaller scaips parallel the large scarp which forms the eastern

boundary of Zone III. This area is moving eastward into the

center of the Zone as the material in the center of the Zone

moves toward the toe.
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Figure 2la: The head of Zone III, Rolling Hills
Country Club landslide, summer 1975 .
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Figure Zlb: Overlay of Figure 2la showing zones
of movement (I), and limits of the
ancestral Rolling Hills Country Club
landslide (----).
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Figure 22: -The graben at the head of Zone IV,
Rolling Hills Country Club landslide,
fall 1975.

At the southern end of Zone III, between stakes 24 and 28
on the Center Stake Line, a small rotational failure has formed
as a result of the removal of support at the toe. This small
failure is 100 feet long, 50 feet wide and contains approxi-
mately 1000 cubic feet. Cracks are developing along the left
edge of this area and are extending upslope from its head.
Analysis of the data from the stake lines running through Zone III
has been inconclusive. Much of the nata for any particular stake
varies considerably from year to year, making it impossible to
determine the rates ~~d directions of movement.

Zone IV: Zone IV is more poorly defined than the previous
three zones and is somewhat interpretive in nature. One dis-
tinguishing feature of this Zone is the graben that has formed
at its head. This feature is shown in Figure 22 and may also
be seen in Figures 13, 14, 15,20, A-2 and A-4. The ~ .grauen ~s
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five "to "ten feet wide and two to three feet deep, narrowing

to the east. Blocks of sod are falling into the graben from

both the upslope and downslope sides.

The graben ends abruptly on the eastern end, and a crack

continues eastward for 25 feet where it turns northward and

runs down the slope on the eastern side of a small ridge to

the telephone line. The crack is discontinuous and has no

discernible offset. On the western end, the graben changes

into a series of parallel cracks that turn southward and run up

the slope. There is also some suggestion that the graben may

be extending toward the west. The ground to the west is

hummocky and forros a subtle depression.

The western flank of Zone IV is difficult to spot on the

ground although there are some very subtle breaks in the slope

of the ground. Tonal changes on the aerial photographs.

Figures A-4 and A-5> show the western flank more clearly. The

toe is also difficult to spot, but a slight break in slope and

a small ridge less than six inches high not far up the slope

from Welch Ditch may mark the location of the toe. In Figures

12 and 13, taken in 1968, this slope appears to be smooth without

any of the breaks in slope that can now be observed.

In the center of this Zone there seems to have been some

movement over the years that has resulted in the thickening of

the soil just south of the telephone line. The change in

thickness can be seen by comparing the appearance of the cut in
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Figures 12, 13 and 14. There also is a scarp traversing this

area, just to the west of stake 13 on the Eastern Stake Line,

and some cracks are developing to the east of the same stake.

Superimposed on Zone IV" is a shallow, "broad trough-like

depression which runs downhill from the graben to the vicinity

of stake 12 on the Eastern Stake Line. This hummocky area is

covered with thick grass. On Plate 11, the boundary of the

cracked and hummocky ground, shown north of the graben, is the

approximate boundary of this trough. The trough may be dis

tinguished on Figures A-3 and A-4 by a tone slightly darker

than its surroundings.

Zone V: Zone V extends northward from the large scaip that

cuts across the landslide, including all of Zones III and IV" and

the area between them. Along this scarp, from the western side

of Zone III to the western side of Zone II, the intact Denver

formation can be found under a few inches of soil and weathered

bedrock. When exposed, the Denver formation is hard and can

only be broken with a hammer. Fossil wood is also found here.

On the flat bench in front of the scaip is a series"of

southeast-northwest tending cracks that have been continually

developing since 1974. During this time, the cracks have extended

westward and more parallel cracks have formed, now showing verti-

C3l displacements of six inches to a foot. The bench appears

to be turning into a graben as a result of downslope movement.
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Extending eastward and westward from stake 25 on the

Eastern Stake Line is a small moxmd or bulge of soil that

looks like the toe of a sliding mass. The relationship of

this bulge to the slide geometry is not known, but it may be

connected to Zone II which lies immediately to the south.

On the bench, which contains stakes 0 through T on the

Lateral Stake Line, there is a pattern of cracks that are

progressing across the area from the west. The most prominent

development is at the back of the bench where a broad flat

trough is forming. On the uphill side of,the trough is a

semicircular crack pattern that looks as if it is the beginning

of a small slump.

In the area between Zones III and IV there are few notable

features. The most prominent is the scarp running west from

near stake 13 on the Center Stake Line and a large deep crack

on the eastern flank of Zone III almost underneath the telephone

line. The toe of Zone V corresponds to the toes of Zones III

and lY.

Minor Z"ones of Movement

Between stakes 37 and 39 on the Center Stake Line is a

small slump. This slump is adjacent to the right flank of

Zone I and can be seen on Figure 16. Slumping can be directly

attributed to the removal of support at the toe during the

remedial grading operations in 1968. A photograph taken in the

summer of I969 shows that this area had not failed at that time.
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In the area helow 59^0 feet elevation and hounded hy

Zones I and II is an area of active soil creep. The slope is

hummocky and terrraced in the manner found in regions of active

creep. When the soil is wet this portion of the slope becomes

slippery and sticky, presumably due to its high clay content.

Below the quarry floor and above an elevation of 59^0 feet

there is little indication of movement. This area is covered

with heavy bmish and is littered with rock from the quarry.

No signs of cracked ground could be found here.

Beginning between stakes 37 and 38 on the Eastern Stake

Line and extending eastward along the edge of the old quarry

road to about Rocky Point is a series of scarps from an old

landslide. These scarps are weathered and covered with bushes.

Below the scarps are the lobes of two small earth flows. One is

directly below Rocky Point, and the other is midway between

Rocky Point and the eastern edge of Zone II. Neither of these

earth flows have moved recently.

Damage Caused bv the Rolling Hills Country Club Landslide

To date, the most costly and serious damage caused by the

landslide was to the underground telephone cable. Movement of

the slide forced abandonment of the underground cable and

installation of an overhead cable. The poles are still being

slowly displaced downhill by continued movement, but they need

to be replaced infrequently. As long as the telephone line

crosses the landslide, continued maintenance can be expected.
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Figure 2J: Rollings Hills Country Club swimming
pool.

There is no readily apparent damage to the parking lot.
Some cracks can be seen in the parking lot, but these appear
no different from those seen in any flexible pavement. The
corrogated metal pipe carrying Welch Ditch may be bowed dovrn-
hill, but this c~~ not be determined with any certainty.

The swimming pool has been deformed and tilted. Fortun-
ately the pool is constructed of aluminum instead of concrete,
so it can deform without cracking. Figure 23 shows the bottom
of the pool. Notice that the dark green line along the top of
the pool is wider to the right, indicating the tipping. ~, .~~e-

vation of the corners of the pool for 1974 are shown on Plate
10. The rippled bottom also shows well. Dirt has collected
in the closed depressions formed by the deformation of the pool
bottom. The tilt of the pool has been serious enough to cause

the gutter drains around the pool to malfunction, resulting
in water running underneath the pool. It has also been reported
that during one particularly heavy rainstorm that runoff filled

the pool with mud.
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AREAS OTHER THAN THE ROLLING HILLS COUNTRY CLUB LANDSLIDE

SloTPes to the West

The slopes to the west of the Rolling Hills Country Club

landslide were examined and mapped approximately 2000 feet

westward to the point where the trend of the slopes changes

from an east-west to north-south direction. This area is

characterized by high cliffs in the lavas and steep slopes

covered by thick scrub vegetation and broken by two dis

continuous rolling topographic benches. See the aeriaJ.

photographs in Appendix A, especially A-5.

A dirt road runs through this area on an east-west line,

from the top of the mountain to the Rolling Hills Country

Club parking lot. A telephone trunk line parallels the

road. In some areas it is buried and in others it runs

above ground. Refer to Plate 1^ to determine the portions

that are above ground and underground.

The mapping of landslides and other engineering geologic

features of this area is presented on Plate 3. A topographic

map to a scale of 1 inch = 50 feet was compiled by the

surveying classes for a portion of this area in the summer

of 1976 and is presented as Plate 14,

A spring is located slightly southeast of the SW comer

of Sec, 25, T.3S., R70W, and just south of the road. The

lava immediately above the spring was quarried leaving a
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large, flat-bottomed pit with an area of approximately 2.75

acres, containing drill holes. Water stands in some holes

for a long-period of time, while others drain rapidly. The

relationship of the quarry to the spring is not known. Water

from the spring drains downhill and collects on a flat

bench, supporting dense vegetation. On this portion of the

slope the telephone lines are suspended on a cable suspension

system with a span of over 580 feet. The suspension system

is pictured in Figure 24.

Most of the material exposed on the slppe is unconsoli-

dated. Some fractured bedrock is visible in a small cut

under the telephone line suspension system. Bedrock can be

seen in cuts for the Welch Ditch along the bottom-.of the

slope. In many of these cuts, especially those to the west,

unconsolidated materials overlie the bedrock. Calcium

carbonate is common neair the contact between the two materials.

The western half of this area has been mapped as a

possible landslide. A long continuous bench, trending east-

west for about 600 feet at an elevation of 5880 feet marks

the head of this probable landslide. The western flank is

marked by a series of smaller and higher benches. Careful

examination reveals that in some instances the back of these

benches is lower than the front. Such a bench on the westem

flank is shown in Figure 25. Benches with this morphology are

typical of rotational landslides.
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-Figure 2~: The suspension system that carries
the telephone line over an unstable
area west of the Rolling Hills Country
Club landslide.

Figure 25: A bench at the western end of the
report area that is typical of benches
formed by rotational landslides.
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At the hase of this possible landslide numerous

exposures of unconsolidated materials have been observed.

Just to the west of cross-section A-A*, which may be found

on Plate 6,' the unconsolidated materials can be seen over

lying the bedrock. On the west side of the drainage that

marks the western boundary of the area of this report, at

about 5780 feet elevation, is an exposure of unconsolidated

material over 20 feet thick.

The arcuate form of this feature as seen on aerial

photographs, the benches, and the presence of unconsolidated

materials all tend to substantiate its classification as, a

possible landslide. At the head of the possible landslide

are two small slides that have been mapped as active land

slides. They both head upslope from the road and their

toes emerge on the large bench referred to previously.

The above-mentioned spring emerges from the upper portion

of the western-most slide and the telephone line suspension

system passes over it. A cone of debris from the quarry to

the south obscures the head. Although the vegetation in

this area is thick and hinders observation, a subtle break

can be seen in this debris cone and lineations and tone .

changes may be seen on the aerial photographs.

The eastern slide is more obvious and substantial evi

dence supporting movement can be seen. A debris cone at

the head of this slide provides the best evidence of failure.
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A prominent scarp with a vertical displacement of 12 to 18

inches cuts across the cone. On the east side of the cone

is a semi-circular depression into which the scaip can be

traced until it is covered with loose rock from the lava

flows. Figure 26 provides an excellent view of the debris

cone and the scarp. Plate 15 is a large-scale topographic

map of the same area.

Another small area further to the east has been identi

fied as a probable landslide. This identification has been

made primarily on the basis of photographic interpretation.

The most distinguishing feature is a well-defined arcuate

feature on the south side of the road. Subtle lineations,

running generally north-south, that presumably mark the

lateral extent ca^ also be seen.

The remaining area eastward to the Rolling Hills Country

Club landslide has been mapped as bouldery sand and clay (Scb)

and as a possible landslide with the dividing line running

south of the road. In the bouldery sand and clay there

exists a small soil flow involving only the surficial material.

It is overgrown and appears to be stable. This feature is

indicated as a landslide on Plate 3.

The possible landslide was mapped on the basis of mor

phology. Its upper bound is marked by a broad bench with

several smaller benches elsewhere on the slope. Although the

morphology tends to point to a landslide, differential
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Figure '26: Debris cone cut by a scarp caused by
an active landslide in the western end
of the report area, fall 1975.

erosion and resist~~t beds may be responsible for the devel-
opment of some of the questionable benches. A definite
conclusion cannot be made without trenching.
Slopes to the East

The slopes to the east of the Rolling Hills Country Club
landslide were mapped for the entire eastward extent of
South Table Mountain and southward around the east end for
approximately 500 feet. The cliffs on this portion of the
Mountain are generally 10 to 15 feet high. except at the
eastern top where they are higher. Slopes are steep but a
prominent bench at an elevation about 5870 feet extends
through most of this area. When viewed on the ground, it is

much more discontinuous than it appears from a distance.
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Figure A-1 covers this area completely and Figure A-3

covers approximately 25^ of this area.

As with the area to the west, the results of mapping are

presented on Plate 3* Six major subdivisions of this area

were made. To a great extent, these vrere "based on the mor

phology of the slopes as observed on the ground and on aerial

photographs.

It is in this eastern area that most residential develop

ment has occurred. To date, with the exception of two houses,

one of which was destroyed by fire, all of the construction

has been below Welch Ditch. There are probably no more than

a dozen vacant lots below the ditch on which houses may be

built. The house pictured in Figure -27 is situated on a lot

typical of this area.

All aJ-ong Welch Ditch, throughout the area studied, there

are small slumping failures on the uphill side of the ditch

(Figure 28). Their widths vary from 10 to 20 feet to over

100 feet, and they do not extend into the slopes more than

10 feet. Examination of the aerial photographs reveals that

these features existed in the 1950's and do not appear to

have grown much with time. They do not appear to have

affected the ditch, but it is difficult to be positive because

the ditch company cleans the ditch periodically.

The fiorst major zone east of the Rolling Hills Country

Club landslide was mapped as a possible landslide. This zone

can be divided into two areas with differing morphology.
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A typical house andFigure 27:
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Immediately east of the Rolling Hills Country Club

landslide is a small amphitheater, probably the result of an

ancient landslide, approximately 200 feet across and extend

ing about two-thirds of the way up the slope. A small

drainage has formed at the back of the amphitheater. At its

head is an active soil slump approximately 35 feet wide by

30 feet upslope. Blocks five to six feet wide and three

feet thick are breaking off. Most of the material is surfi-

cial, but weathered clayey sandstone is involved in the base

of the slump. As the slumping progresses, the loose material

is washed downslope. The steep slopes of the amphitheater

are noticably creeping downslope with a greater thickness of

surficial material accumulating at the base. The walls of

the amphitheater are covered with birush and thick grass

grows at the bottom.

To the east of the amphitheater is a series of three

prominent benches, all of which have a pronounced slope to

the north. The lowest is best-developed and lies roughly at

the elevation of the benchline which extends along the entire

north slope. On the western flank of these benches, bedrock

is found under a few inches of soil. The front faces of the

benches are covered with brush and the tops are covered with

grass and yucca.

A hand-dug pit was excavated on the second bench to a

depth of 30 inches. A dark brown, silty soil, containing
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a few rounded pieces of lava four to six inches across,

were found for the entire 30 inches of depth. Below 30

inches a tan clayey sand was encountered.

Unconsolidated bouldery clayey sand can he seen over

lying the bedrock, primarily clayey sandstone, along the

ditch on the northern edge of this possible landslide.

Massive deposits of calcium carbonate may be found near the

contact in the unconsolidated upper materials and filling

joints and fractures in the bedrock. The joints and frac

tures are up to one half of an inch wide.

Continuing eastward, the next area was mapped as a possi

ble landslide. It is almost 1100 feet wide at its widest

point, and extends from the base to 70 feet below the crest

of the slope. This feature is characterized by a semi

circular fom in plain view. Three benches, broken by

intermittent drainages, cut across the slope. The lower bench

is the most poorly developed and slopes northward; the second

is best-developed and is relatively level with the front edge

of its eastern extremity higher than the rear edge; the third

is broad and slopes to the north,

A riding trail goes up the slope approximately in the

position.of section B-B'. Along this trail at an elevation

of 5790 feet small patches of bedrock are exposed in several

places,. Along the ditch to the north and northeast there are

no exposures of bedrock.
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At the southwest corner of this area is a steep concave

slope, roughly triangular in shape, that has also been

mapped as a probable landslide. On this slope at approximately

5950 feet elevation is a semicircular, flat area with thick

brush and a few small trees. No spring was found here but

there could be a small seep that is obscured by the brush.

Trees are very unusual on the sides of South Table Mountain

and usually indicate the presence of shallow groundwater. A

major intermittant drainage has cut deeply downslope from

this location.

The concavity of the slopes, presence and attitudes of

the benches and locally thick vegetation all point to an old

landslide deposit while absence of a visible slip surface or

large unconsolidated deposits at the toe weaken this inter

pretation.

At the northeasterTnmost extremity of the Mountain are

three areas that have been mapped as possible landslides.

This determination was made primarily on the basis of slope

morphology.

The first area lies on the north face and has a poorly

developed bench. When this bench is viewed on the ground, it

is rolling, sloping and narrow. The slope above the bench

is covered with brush and rocks, one to two feet in size.

There is a slight circular form at the back of the bench,

though this may be insignificant. Below the bench the slopes
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are steep and slightly rolling. The house pictured in

Figure 2? is at the base of this slope, below the ditch.

The second area lies between the previously discussed

zone and the northeast comer of South Table Mountain and is

characterized by three benches and a circular back. As with

tha previous area, the center bench at an elevation of 5880

feet is the best developed. This bench is flat and has

veiry few rocks on it, while many more rocks are found on the

slopes to the north at approximately the same elevation as

the upper bench of the probable landslide mass to the west.

No bedrock was seen along the ditch.where it passes thiaugh

this area. The base of the slope in this area extends out

ward to the north 200 to 300 feet farther than the base of

the slopes to the east and west. A cross-section, C-C, has

been drawn through this area showing a possible slip surface.

The northeast comer of South Table Mountain is the third
ft

sirea mapped as a possible landslide. The prominent bench

seen in the other areas extends through this area, dying out

to the south. Bedrock can be seen along the ditch and a dirt

road that snakes across the slope.

A circular knob about 100 feet in diameter and 20 feet

high exists at the point where the ditch changes direction

from eastward to southward. Bedrock, mostly sandstone, is

exposed on the northwest side. Bedrock is also exposed along

a southward trending dirt road at an elevation of 57^0 feet
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and again for the entire width of this area along a road at

approximately 5840 feet. The bedrock is capped by unconsol-

idated materials varying in depth from 12 to 24 inches. This

material also contains pieces of rocks from the lava flows

and some calcium carbonate.

Seepage has been observed along the road at an elevation

of 5650 feet. A cut for borrow material was made on the

southwest side of the road at the point where its direction

changes from east-west to north-south. The seepage was

emerging from clayey, fractured bedrock which contained cal

cium carbonate. Seepage was also noticed 5OO feet to the

east along the road and the drainage ditch along the road

was carrying water. These observations were made in the sum

mer when Welch Ditch was flowing. This could be the source

of the water, although this could not be confirmed.

Robinson (1972) reported that ancient stabilized land

slides were recognized in this area, and that they could not

be differentiated from unfailed slopes except where exposed

in cut. The writer could not find any of the exposures

Robinson must have seen in this particular area and this is

probably the most questionable of the possible landslide areas,

The final major area mapped is located on the extreme

eastern end of the Mountain and is mapped as two landslides,

one superimposed on the other. The first is about 000 feet

wide by 1000 feet long and the second is approximately 350

feet wide by 500 feet long.
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The slopes at the head are steep, flatten out at an

elevation of 58^0 feet, steepen again and flatten again near

the ditch. The short narrow benches can be seen at the head

of each slide® When viewed on the aerial photographs, the

toe has a lobate shape and extends outward onto the flatter

slopes at the base of the mountain. A suggestion of this

shape can also be seen on the topographic map. The failure

surface, although not located, appears to be very steep.

Wherever cuts have been made, bouldery sand and clay may

be found. Calcium carbonate nodules are also abxindant. No

signs of any recent movement were observed anywhere on this

portion of the slope. The sides of road cuts fail, but

these appear to be minor failures due to the construction of

vertical slopes.

A small area mapped as a possible landslide can be found

south of and adjacent to the head of the previous landslide

area. A band of bouldery sand and clay, which begins just

below the exposed lava and varies in width, extends completely

around the slopes east of the Boiling Hills Country Club land

slide. This band is formed by material washing off the top

of the Mountain and by disintegration of the bedrock at the

top of the landslide masses. Thickness varies with the

steepness of the slope and the height of the lava cliffs. •
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OTHER GEOLOGIC HAZARDS

Storm Runoff

Runoff from heavy rainstorms can pose a serious local

hazard, especially in areas of steep slopes and intensive

development. It is not uncommon, even in this relatively

dry part of the country, for intense thunderstorms to occur

in the spring and summer months. During these storms,

precipitation often exceeds infiltration, thus generating

large amounts of runoff (Hansen,, 1973)•

On undeveloped slopes the runoff is channeled into the

natural drainage system. The large flows transport any loose

material, on the slopes and deposit it when the competency of

the flow can no longer transport the suspended material.

After a heavy rainstorm, one to four inches of sediment have

been observed to have been deposited on the flatter portions

of the slope, and it has been reported that the'swimming pool

of the Rolling Hills Country Club was filled with mud and

water during one heavy rainstorm.

Development reduces the ability of the land to absorb

precipitation by increasing the amount of impermeable sur

faces in the form of roofs, sidewalks, driveways and roads.

If the slopes of South Table Mountain are developed, a means

of handling this increased drainage will have to be provided.

Discharging the additional water in Welch Ditch does not
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appear "to be a good op'txon. During a heavy rain i"t is

doub"tful "that "the di"tch could handle the additional flow#

In addition to the problem of locally increased runoff,

development places an increased demand on the regional storm

drainage system. Many storm drainage systems are underde-

signed and cannot handle large rainstorms as is, let alone

additional collection areas. Much of the local flooding

that occurred in the May., 1973 rains was due to overburdened

Strom drainage systems (Hansen, 1973).

Rockfalls

Although the dangers of rockfalls were not evaluated as

a part of this report, the problem has been given considera

tion by Simpson (1973^)» The lava flows capping South Table

Mountain form vertical cliffs ranging in height from 5 to 25

feet in the area of this report. The amount of detritus that

has collected at the base of the lavas controls the height of

the cliffs. Vertical and basal joints in the lavas (see Fig

ure D-3) are numerous and open. As the natural support

underlying the" lava is removed, cracks slowly fill, open or

expand, and when the slope is dis-turbed, a block may be broken

free j.rom the main mass. There is a danger from the falling

material, especially as it bounds down the slope after it falls

The danger of falls depends on the jointing, strength of the

lava and support at the base. The danger due to rolling.
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and bouncing blocks is dependent on the danger of rockfalls

and on the steepness and length of the slope.

Simpson rates the danger of rockfalls in the area of the

report as low to absent, except to the west of the Rolling

Hills Countiy Club where it is rated as moderate to low.

The likelihood of bounding rocks is rated as moderate to

negligible. These ratings should be used only as a guide, and

each specific case must be evaluated on the local conditions.

Swelling Soils

Swelling soils pose potential dangers from the high stress

concentrations due to unequal volume changes, damage to

structures from high swelling pressures when wetted and

damage to stmictures from settlement due to shrinkage of the

clay upon drying.

The most active swelling soils are those containing

montmorillonite clays. Pure montmorrillonite can swell up to

15 times its original volume. Most soils are not pure

montmorillonite, but sufficient swelling to cause damage can

still occur. Swelling of three percent or greater is usually

cor.sidered damaging.

Swelling occurs as water is absorbed between the clay

mineral plates. The attraction between the plates and the

water molecules is stronger than the attraction between the'

clay particles. Shrinkage is caused by collapse of the struc

ture as water is removed upon drying. Swelling in residential
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areas can "be directly correlated to lawn watering (Amer.

Soc. Civil Engr., 195^» P* 15)»

Considerable damage has been caused around the Applewood

area because of swelling soils. The Applewood School and

numerous private homes have been damaged due to swelling.

Concrete slabs are paxticularly susceptible to damage.

Expansive clays in the Denver area have liquid limits

ranging from 45^ to 65% and plastic indices of 25?^ to 35^»

Natural water contents range from 14^ to 18%, slightly below

the plastic limit. Unconfined compressive strength of un

disturbed samples ranges from 5000 to 15>000 psf. Three to

10% swelling is not uncommon when the clay is wetted. Imposed

pressures of 3000 to 10,000 psf are required to keep the soil

from,swelling (Amer. Soc. Civil Engr., 1954).

Plate 4 shows and rates the hazard of swelling soil.

This plate is adapted from Hart's study of swelling soil

along the Front Range (1974) and should be used as a guide

only. In planning and carrying out construction, a qualified

soils engineer should be consulted to determine the degree of

danger from swelling soils.
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POSSIBLE CAUSES FOR LAJTOSLIDES ON SOUTH TABLE MOUNTAIN

General Causes of Landslides

In the "broadest terms, a landslide occurs when the strength

of a soil mass is exceeded by the driving forces. Soil

strength and applied stresses are controlled by geology,

topography, climate and time. Seldom, if ever, is it possi

ble to attribute a landslide to any particular single cause,

and indeed the "cause" is usually the result of several

simultaneous causes (Terzaghi, 1950)•

Since sliding occurs as a result of shear failure, two

sets of factors may be considered: those leading to high

shear stresses and those leading to low shear strengths.

Some of the contributing factors are listed in Table 7.

Effects of Local Geology

The geology has contributed to failure through the

stratigraphy, mineralogy, and geologic history. The strati

graphy of the Denver formation due to its character as

channel deposits, varies greatly both horizontally and verti

cally within short distances. This, in turn, causes a wide

variety of strength and mineralogic assemblages to exist

throughout the section. The Denver formation is well-known

for its expansive clay content, primarily montmorillinite.

Expsinsive clays are found in the section within the report

area and on the Rolling Hills Country Club landslide. They



TABLE 7

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO REDUCED SHEAR STRENGTH

Factors leading to high shear stresses
A. Removal of lateral support

1. Srosion by streams
2« Creation of a new slope by previous land*

slides
3* Sxeavation by man

B. Surcharge or.loading
1« Weight of rain, snow or water from springs
2* Accumulation of talus near the top of slopes

or at the head of old landslides
3. Construction of earth fills
ft. We-ight of building or other structures

C. Transitory earth stresses
!♦ Sarthquake action
2* Vibrations from blasting

D. Removal of underlying support
1. Undercutting of banks by running water
2. Subaerial weathering, wetting and drying,

and frost action

S. Increase in later^ pressure due toi
1. Water in cracks
2. Preeaing of water in cracks
3. Swelling clays

II. Factors leading to low shear strengths
A, Materials with low initial strength

1. Inheretently weak materials or materials
that weaken when disturbed

2. Textixre
a* Loose or poorly consolidated structure
b. Soil particles with low intergranular

friction
3. Gross Structure

a* Discontinuities» joints, faults and
bedding planes

b. Strong materials overlying weak mater
ials

B, Changes due to weathering and other physio-
chemical reactions
1. Physical disintegration
2. Hydration of clay minerals
3. Drying of clay minerals
ft. Removal of cement by solution

C, Change in intergranular forces due to pore-
water

1. Boyancy decreasing intergranxilar forces:
Loss of intergranular pressure due to
capillary action when saturation occurs

3, Seepage pressure from groimd water
D, Changes in structure

1* Fissuring due to hi^ overconsolldation
2. Changes upon remolding
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reduce the strength of the rock, cause cracking, and induce

disintegration because of their swelling action. In addition,

they may cause significant stress concentrations within the

slope at the interface between the clay and other materials

because of the difference in expansion characteristics of

swelling and non-swelling materials.

In the past, the Denver formation was covered by consid

erable material which has since been eroded. This cover was

perhaps as much as 1000 feet to 1400 feet thick (Amer. Soc.

Civil Engr., 195^» p* In the Golden area the cover may

have been as great as 1100 feet. This figure was determined

by comparing the elevation of the erosion surface on the

Front Range to the average elevation of the top of the lava

flows on South Table Mountain. When a deposit is consolidated

under a load greater than the load it is now under, it is said

to be overbonsolidated. In view of the geologic history,

especially the deposition of thick deposits during the

Tertiary and their subsequent erosion, the Denver formation

represents an overconsolidated deposit.

Properties of Overconsolidated Matenials

During consolidation, both recoverable and non-recoverable

compression occurs, Non-recoverable compression is primarily

a result of rearrangement of mineral grains leading to a

denser packing and expulsion of pore water. Recoverable strain
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comes from elastic deformation during consolidation. Gen

erally the more plastic the clay, the larger the recoverable

strain energy due to elastic deformation.

After long periods under large loads the points of contact

between the crystals begin to re-crystallize, forming molecu

lar bonds. Under high pressure and with the passage of time

the soil can become strong and brittle without ainy further

change in volume. When unloaded, the clay tries to expand

but is held back by the integranular bonds. Expansion is

retarded and occurs, only as the bonds break. Expansion occurs

rapidly on a geologic time scale.

Overconsolidated materials will have a smaller void ratio

than normally consolidated materials found under similar

surface or near-surface conditions, and their water contents

will usually be lower than normally consolidated materials.

However, as the bonds break and overconsolidated materials

expand, the void ratios and water contents increase. Increased

water content can significantly reduce the strength of the

material.

No particular stratum or set of strata could be determined

to control the landsliding. A very detailed study of the

slip surface and adjacent unfailed areas co\ild possibly

reveal some controlling factor in a stratum or set of strata.
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Failure in Overconsolidated Materials

Terzaghi (1938). Skempton (1964), Bjerrum (196?). Peck (I967)

and Duncan and Dunlap (I969) have discussed and refined the

theories of failure in overconsolidated clay and clay shaJ.e

slopes. Terzaghi (1938. p. I6I-I62) divided clay into three

categories: "soft, intact clays, free from joints and fissures"?

"stiff, intact clays, free from joints and fissures"; and

."stiff fissured clay". Although the Denver formation is

heterogeneous and contains sandstone, it can at least in

part he considered a stiff fissured clay.

Because of the complicated stratigraphy and lack of

strength data pertaining to this area, no slip circle analysis

per se was made for the area of this report. Hoek and

Bray(1974) have presented a set of charts for various satura

tion conditions in which the friction angle, cohesion, slope

height, slope angle and unit weight can he entered and resulting

factoid of safety determined. The charts can also he worked

backwards for a constant safety factor. These charts were

used assuming a slope angle of 20®, slope height of 200 feet

and safety factors of one and two for hoth a fully saturated

and fully drained slope. The result is a family of curves

shown in Figure 29. The friction angle or the cohesion

values may he assumed. The factor of safety can he selected

as one or two, and the analysis performed for saturated or

drained conditions. Either the cohesion or friction angle
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is entered on the appropriate axis and is projected to the

desired factor of safety curve. This point of intersection

is then projected to the other axis allowing the other parameter

to he read. Using this chart and the strength data given

previously, it becomes possible to gain some feel for how

stable the slope should be. It soon becomes apparent that when

using the published data the slopes should not fail, but it is

known that they do fail. This section is an attempt to

explain that failure.

Worldwide e:q)erience with landslides in overconsolidated

plastic clays and clay shale indicates that the shear stress

along the failure surface is less than the shear strength of

the material as measured in laboratory tests. This holds

true for freshly cut, as well as natural slopes.

The large shear strength of overconsolidated clays allow

joints to remain open to large depths. Terzaghi (1938, p. I63)

determined that the depth, z^, to which joints would remain

open was equal to the simple compressive strength, q^,

divided by the unit weight.of the soil(s)

z  = "^u
° —

Using the values of unconfined compressive strength given

previously, and a unit weight of I30 pcf, the depth to which

joints can remain open range from 220 to 2200 feeet. The 2200

foot figure seems to large to believe, but 200 feet is great
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enough to allow for open Joints to the bottom of any natural

slope on South Table Mountain.

As long as the clay is undisturbed, the Joints are of

little consequence. However, when the material is cut, either

by man or by natural action, lateral restraint is removed

and the Joints are allowed to open. Water can then enter the

open Joints causing swelling, cracking and the existence of

high fluid pressure.

Field and laboratory evidence indicates that shear strength

peaks and then decreases rapidly to a residual value as strain

increases. The magnitudes of the peak and residual strength

for a, given sample also depends on the effective normal stress,

with the magnitude of the peak and residual strength with

normal stress. These relationships are shown in Figure 39•

The friction angle is independent of clay strength, water

content and liquidity index, but does decrease slightly after

strain to a residual value (BJerrum, I967, p^.-5).

-For overconsolidated plastic clay the drop in shear

strength upon failure is very significant since the residual

strength is only a small fraction of the peak strength. In

determining the shear strength of a soil, the sample size

and the duration of the tests affects the resultant values of

shear strength. Duncan and (Dunlap (I969, p. 471, 472) have

found that in large scale shear tests, where the samples were

two foot square specimens instead of the normal specimens of
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a few inches in diameter, the reported strengths were SSfo'

smaller than for the small specimens and for long-term tests,

the shear strength observed was much less than for short-

term tests. During these long-term tests, water was found to

migrate to the failure surface or zone, reducing the strength.

A natural slope could well be termed a "long-term, large-

scale test". Anisotropy also plays a role in the observed

strength of a specimen. When failure planes were placed in

a horizontal rather than vertical orientation sind tested, the

observed strength was reduced by 2$% (Duncan and Dunlap, I969,

p. 472). Because the peak shear strength is a result of the

normal pressure it can not be obtained along the entire failure

surface at once, and only a small portion of a failure surface

or potential failure surface will be at peak strength at one

time.

If one were to examine a block of soil such as we have in

the Denver formation, the shear stress would only be a fraction

of unit weight and slope height, as long as there is lateral

confinement. When a cut is made;by man or nature, ie. a

valley, the lateral restraint is removed and the block tries

to expand toward the free surface.

This attempt to expand will create high shear stresses

at the toe of the slope. When the shear stress at the toe

exceeds the strength, progressive failure will begin. Note

that shear strength will be low at the toe because the
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effective stress is low. Failure at the toe will cause the

slope to expand further creating differential strain, lowering

shear strength and causing stress concentration deeper within

the slope. The differential strain is controlled by the

recoverable strain energy and if strains are large enough

the shear resistance will pass from peak to residual value.

If the residual strength is considerably less than the peak,

shear stress will be transferred from the failure surface to
«

the unfailed material with greater strength.

The rate at which the failure.surface is propagated,

depends on the relative values of the shear strength and

shear stress. If the shear stress at the end of the failure

surface does not exceed the peak strength, then the failure

will not propagate. Rates are generally very slow, taking

years to centuries for a failure surface to develop.

This, in part, explains why stable slopes with the same

inclination and aspect exist adjacent to failed slopes.

Variations in clay content and fracture density and patterns

will affect the rate of failure surface growth.

Weathering plays an important role in breaking of bonds

and decreasing of strength. Weathering breaks bonds very

rapidly on geologic time scale. As bonds break, expansion

and an increase in water content occurs, thus reducing the

shear strength. Strong bonds will favor a time-dependent

release of stored energy simultaneously with unloading,
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ie. erosion. Strong bonds are a characteristic of over-

consolidated clays.

Below the zone of active weathering is a zone of deteriora

tion. Water content is found to vary considerably and depends

in part on clay mineralogy. Non-uniform swelling and

therefore non-uniform stresses occur in this zone. The

variable stress distribution can lead to further failure here.

Effects of Water

Water affects the slope by changing stresses and altering

the strength characteristics of the soil. In clays the rate

at which deformation occurs is a function of the water

content. As the water content increases, deformation will

occur more rapidly for given stresses.

In a mass of material which is close to or below the

point of saturation, the stresses are transmitted throughout

the soil or rock mass by the points of contact between the

mineral grains. When the pores are filled and fluid pressure

is increased above hydrostatic pressure, the fluid carries

a portion of the load previously carried by the intergranular

contacts. Since the friction force is a function of the

normal pressure, ie. effective stress, the frictional resistance

to failure or the strength is decreased.

Vertical or near-vertical joints filled with water with

out effective drainage alter the stresses in the slope. With
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drainag© t "bh.© horizon'tal pr©©©!!!*© ©x©3r'b©d on

the rock mass by the fluid in the joints is ©qual to the

hydrostatic pressure in the fluid. If the joints are well

back of the slope, the pressure will easily be restrained by

the weight of the soil. If, however, the joints are near the

face of the slope there will be an unequal pressure distribu

tion with the greatest pressure acting toward the face and

increasing shear stresses.

Water has an additional effect on stress in that it modi

fies the friction angle of the material. Water in contact

with the surface of minerals with a massive structure, acts

as an anti-lubricant increasing the friction angle, though

for rough surfaces the anti-lubricant action is insignificant

compared to the roughness. When in contact with layer-lattice

minerals, ie. clays, water acts as a lubricant decreasing the

friction angle (Horn and Deere, I962).

The effects of water, mostly in the form of rainfall and

to a much lesser degree runoff from the snow melt in this

area, are time— and rate—dependent and do not occur immediately

on the application of water. In a study of the "Influence of

Rainfall and Ancient Landslide Deposit on Recent Lands" in

Conta Costa County, California (Nilson and Turner, 1975)» the

following was determined.

Areas with high mean annual rainfall are generally associ

ated with abundant recent landslides, but the correlation
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be'tween high annual rainfall and landslides is weak. The

maximum annual rainfall may he a better indicator than mean

annual rainfall and the distribution of rainfall throughout

the year is probably more meaningful than the two previous

factors. The spacing of storms throughout the season

significantly affects landslides. Three factors seem to be

important! the intensity of individual storms, the amount of

rainfall prior to the storm and the duration of the storm.

Storms occurring after previous large amounts of rainfall

tend to cause more landslides than storms occurring at the

beginning of a rainy season (Nilsen and Turner, 1975).

The sequence of wet and dry spells also affects landslide

activity. If additional rain follows closely on a previous

storm, the effect on landsliding is more pronounced than if

storms occur after dry spells. The cumulative effect of the

storms is of more importance than a single storm (Nilstsn and

Turner, 1975)»

In a geologic time frame, or even a time span of a few

thousand years, climatic changes can be of significance. An

overall wetter climate, such as that of the Pleistocene, could

lead to a general rise in the water table with an associated

decrease in effective stress. This coupled with heavier, more

frequent precipitation, coxild trigger both deeper slides and

more frequent shallow slides. The reduced effective stress

could contribute to more rapid progressive failure.
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In early May 1973• a heavier than usual rainstorm occurred

in the.Denver area with the 2^ hour rainfall amounting to

two to four inches (Hansen, 1973)• This rainfall caused

numerous small landslides. Slumps and soil flows in the

Denver axea were common. Movement occurred in the area of

the telephone suspension system west of the Rolling Hills

Country Club landslide.during this storm.

Earthquakes

Earthquakes are a possible contributing cause or trigger

mechanism for landslides. The Denver area is not known as

an area of high seismicity, sind may not have been active in

the recent past but one earthquake of a magnitude of 5.5 or

greater could be enough to initiate movement if other condi

tions were "right. For the most part, the clays in the Denver

formation would not tend to liquefy, although some of the

sandy and silty strata could liquefy.

Earthquakes contribute to landslides in two principal

ways; liquefaction and horizontal accelerations. Liquefac

tion occujTS when the pore pressure in the interstitial fluids

reaches overburden pressure. When liquefaction occurs, the

effective stress decreases to zero as does the shear strength.

The sandy and silty seams tend to liquefy.much more than

clays. Liquefaction does not usually occur at depths in

excess of 50-100 feet, but if a portion of a slope would
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liquefy and slide away, the newly exposed portion of the

Denver formation could liquefy and fail, if shaking of the

proper intensity and duration occurred.

Horizontal accelerations produce horizontal forces, ie.

increasing shear stress in the slope. These increases can

"be great enough to cause failure as the strength is overcome

by the increased stress.

Climatic Cycles

Assuming that the slopes are undergoing a progressive

failure due to destruction of bonds, any action that would

hasten the process or change the stresses could initiate

complete failure and subsequent movement. As stated earlier,

ground water can change the stress regime. The amount of

ground water depends on weather and climate.

Glenn R. Scott (i960, 1960a, and I965) has developed a

climatic cycle, based on the alluvial deposits on the pedi

ments along the Front Range and related to Rocky Mountain

glaciation. Each pediment surface is thought to represent

a complete cycle. There have been at least eight cycles

according to Scott*s interpretation. The earliest cycle

occurred in early Pre-Wisconsin time with the Rocky Flats

alluvium and continuing into the present with the current

cycle and the Post-Piney Creek alluvium.

According to Scott, we are in a stage of valley cutting
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that hegan in the western United States around the turn

of the century, although it is not now a "wet" climate by

world-wide standards. The last cycle of valley cutting

ended about 1500 years ago with the previous episode occurring

about 5800 years ago. It is possible that the wetter climate

during valley cutting episodes provided the change in stress

required to initiate movement in the weakened slopes. Those

landslides which still exhibit good morphology may be older

than 1500 years, while the older slides reported by Robinson-,

(1962) may be on the order of 5800 years to 10,000 years old.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

General

Slope stability problems associated with the Denver foma-

tion and South Table Mountain have been recognized for a long

while. Problems arise because of low to medium strength rocks

containing abundant swelling clay and over-steepened slopes.

Slope failure mechanisms can be grouped into two primary

categories: deep-seated rotational failures involving the

bedrock, and shallow failures involving unconsolidated surfi-

cial deposits.

The conditions existing at the time of failure of large

masses such as the initial failure of the Rolling Hills

Country Club landslide are not known. As can be seen by

comparing the strength data given previously with the failure

envelopes given in Figure 29, the measured strengths of the

rocks appear to be great enough to provide a factor of safety

against sliding of many times greater than one, even in a

fully saturated slope. Cohesion would have to be reduced

to under one-tenth of the reported values, and the expected

friction angles between one-third and two-thirds in order to

get within SF = 1 envelope for a saturated slope. It seems

that the gradual reduction in strength with time, coupled

with possible errors in measured strength due to size effects

are the best explanation for reconciling landslides with the

apparently strong rocks.
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The smaller slides which occur in the surficial materials

and previous landslide masses are easier to explain. These

are caused by a reduction in shear strength and an increase

in shear stress on a local and short-term basis, mostly due

to an increase in water content. Increased water content

raises the unit weight (increasing stress) and reduces the

effective stress (reducing strength). Van Horn (195^) was

able to find a correlation between leakage in Welch Ditch

(causing increased water contents) and slope failures further

to the west, in the vicinity of Coors Brewery.

To date, in the area of this report, little serious

damage has been caused by landslides. Damage to the telephone

lines, at the western end of the area, and the tilting of the

swimming pool at the Country Club are the exceptions.

Further residential development on the slopes is stopped,

for the most part, because of the agricultural zoning of most

of the remaining land south and east of Welch Ditch. The

exception is the approximately nine acres west of the ditch

at the east end of the Mountain that are zoned MR-2 (see

Plate 5» Zoning Map).

Geologic hazards other than landslides should not be

forgotten or ignored. Especially critical axe the swelling

soils. Serious damage can be inflicted on most structures if

swelling soils are not recognized and considered in design.

Even if not serious, the damage can be annoying when doors bind

and sidewaUcs and driveways begin to heave and crack.
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Adoption by Jefferson Coimty of Chapter 70 of the Uniform

Building Code, pertaining to grading requirements (Int. Conf.

Build. Off., 1973) would aid in alleviating some of the

problems caused by improper constiniction methods. Under the

current law (Senate Bill 35)» subdivisions of over five acres

require geologic reports, but previously platted land and

construction projects smaller than five acres do not require

such a report. Adoption of Chapter 70 would reqiiire better

geologic planning and more control of fills and drainage

during construction.

As mentioned at the beginning of this report, Jefferson

County has recently initiated a system of mapping geologic

hazards and requiring developers to consider those hazards.

It is recommended that some sort of classification for areas

immediately adjacent to active geologic hazards be adopted.

Although construction may not impinge on an active hazard,

work in the vicinity can disturb whatever equilibrium that

exists.

The benches around the sides of South Table Mountain have

caused problems in interpretation. Their morphology, back

slope and curvilinear form point to a landslide origin, but

their continuity and similar approximate elevation could lead

to other interpretations. A purely alluvial origin does not

seem likely since no alluvial materials (sands and gravels)

were found on the benches. The only gravel materials found
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on the slopes could "be traced to units in the Denver formation

or to the work of man. There is a possi'bility that the "benches

are the result of differential erosion and the existence of

resistant strata. Small benches a few tens of feet long,

supported by sandstone units have been observed, but nothing

on the scale of the larger benches seen here could be directly

attributed to resistant strata. The only way to be trully sure

of their origin is to carry out a trenching and drilling

program.

In the spring of 1975» a proposal was made to quarry the

lavas on the top of South Table Mountain. The area of the

proposed quarry is west of the area studied here and the writer

has not attempted to address the possible effects of quarrying.

For any proposed construction project, this report should

serve only as a guide. The services of a qualified soils

engineer and engineering geologist should be obtained for

the planning, design and construction of any project,

ConClu'sions Regarding The Rolling Hills Country Club Landslide

Examination of aerial photographs taken prior to the construc

tion of the Country Club clearly shows an old landslide with

what appears to be a vegetated scarp cutting across the slide

about halfway up the slope. The lobate form of the toe suggests

flowage of the material during failure. This lobate form was

observed only in conjunction with the Rolling Hills Country Club

Landslide. It seems certain that there was an episode or episodes

of extremely rapid movement during the history of the landslide.
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Renewed movement seems to have hegim almost immediately

after the earthwork was started. Movement was rapid, in the

range of a few feet per month, and has since dropped to a

rate of less than a foot per year in most places, but is

still continuing at a reduced rate.

Zones I and II do not pose any hazard to the Country

Club. Zone I is continuing to fail in a basically rotational

mode and its toe in the area of stake 6 on the eastern stake-

line has moved as much as one foot/year.

Zone II is continuing to fail and its toe is extending

out into the head of Zone V. The rate of this failure is not

great at the present. Elevations are decreasing at less than

0.1,feet/year and horizontal downslope movements are less

than 0.05 feet/year.

Zone III has been, by far, the most active portion of the

landslide. It was this area that began failing as soon as

construction was started and has continued to the present.

The greatest danger is posed by this zone. Movement has been

progressing in a headward direction, slowly working its way

upslope. A large mound has formed at the toe of this area

and is slowly working its way out toward the parking lot. This

moijnd was removed once. Removal of the material at the toe

removes the immediate danger of material moving into the

parking lot, but reduces the long-term stability. The soil

piling up at the toe provides a resisting mass which tends to
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slow down the rate of sliding. Removal of the mass at the

toe does away with this resistance causing more movement to

occur. Therefore, only material ready to fall in the parking

lot should he removed, and remainder left undisturbed.

Zone IV does not appear to be critical at this time. The

toe can only be approximately located, although the head

is excellently defined by a graben-like depression. There

are signs that this graben is slowly growing westward,

approximately following the lateral stakeline, where it will

intersect the eastern flank of Zone III. The evidence for

this growth ranges from large open cracks to small changes

in topography of only an inch or so. This trend will have to

be watched for several years.

Zone V includes Zones II and IV and the areas between

them. As failure continues, one large sliding mass composed

of interrelated masses will be formed. Presently, in the

center of the bench below the large transverse scarp, the

ground is severely cracked and is forming a graben-like

feature. Although no measurements have been made of the rate,

cracking is increasing.

Natural vegetation on the landslide should not be disturbed

and, in fact, should be encouraged. Vegetation prevents

erosion and helps dry the slope by utilizing water.

As far as practical, the slope should remain undisturbed

by men and equipment. Grading back the slope and excavation
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of material from the head was tried in I967 and I968 and

had no appreciable effect on the rate of movement. If not

carefully done, grading can disturb previously stable areas.

This is the case with the reactivation of Zone I, which was

reactivated when the toe was removed during grading operations,

Preventing water from entering the slide mass should aid

in stability. At the head of Zone I in the vicinity of

triangulation station Quarry there are several routes by

which water can enter the slide. Water runs off the quarry

floor and over the small cliff into the head of Zone I. A

minor amount of grading would be required to direct water

away from the face of the cliff towaxd the back of the quarry.

The majority of water is channeled into the head of

Zone I.by an old quarry road that runs in an east-west

direction along the slope. The slope of the road and the

quarry are such that water drains into the north end of the

quarry, then onto the access road, and finally into the slide

by means of a gully that passes between stakes 3 and 4 on the

westem ̂ take line. Drainage along the access road can be

diverted in such a way that it passes over the north slope

and away from the landslide. It should be realized that the

increased water in surficial materials on the north slope may

cause some local flow slides in this area, but these would be

of little consequence.

Precipitation and water from a spring at the head of
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Zone II is retained in this area in many small closed de

pressions. Improvements of the surface drainage, ideally

by hand work, may be helpful in improving the stability of

this area and reducing infiltration. However, care must be

used so that any increase in runoff is not directed into

Zone III or the graben at the head of Zone IV.

On some landslides infiltration has been decreased by

filling cracks with impervious material. It does not appear

practical to fill all the cracks on the landslide, and as

movement progresses they would certainly have to be refilled.

However, filling the cracks in the vicinity of the major

drainages on the landslide with non-expansive, impermeable

soil may be helpful.

Periodic observations of the culvert carrying Welch Ditch

are required to insure the culvert is in good condition. It

is not known if it has been deformied by slope movement. At

the present time the capacity of the culvert has been reduced

by at least by sediment that has collected in it. Leakage

from the culvert could have negative effects on the parking

lot and the swimming pool.

The problems of tilting and buckling of the floor of the

swimming pool need to be investigated by a soils engineer to

determine the exact nature of the problem; ie. is the problem

caused by the landslide upslope or by the unsatisfactory

foundation conditions, or both?
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It would be helpful if the Rolling Hills Country Club

would set up a procedure for recording significant changes

in the landslide and any remedial work that they have

performed. Such information would aid in determining the

behavior of the slide and proposing recommendations.

The control system should be resurveyed on a periodic

basis, possibly every three to five years.

Conclusions Regarding the Remainder of the Report Area

The area to the west of the Rolling Hills Country Club

generally should be avoided when planning engineering works.

The large probable landslide mass, the two smaller landslides

and the spring all pose possible serious problems to construc

tion. In addition, any access route except that over the

top of South Table Mountain would cross other' potentially

unstable slopes.

Although it is a matter of economics known only to Mountain

Bell, from the standpoint of frequency of repair and accessibil

ity, a new alignment of the telephone line which would

completely avoid the slopes of South Table Mountain seems

advisable.

To the east of the Rolling Hills Country Club landslide,

little land lends itself to development. Many of the steeper

slopes, especially in the amphitheater immediately east of the

Rolling Hills Country Club landslide, and the landslides on

the east end of the Mountain should be avoided. These areas
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would be especially sensitive to addition of water. High

runoff rates, accelerated soil creep and landslide movement

could all be.: reasonably expected. The areas most easily

developed, if acceptable access could be provided, would be

the relatively flat benches. Danger exists here, however,

from cuts made into the toes of the slopes on the uphill side

and in lawn watering. Because the benches are relatively

flat, most of the water used to irrigate lawns will infiltrate,

creating potential problems.

The significance of the benches along the north side of

South Table Mountain is not well understood. Their morphology,

especially their curved backs and back slope of some of the

bench tops, points to a landslide origin. Some benches on

North Table Mountain can definitely be attributed to land

slides. Concordent elevations of, and the continuity of these

benches point to some other origin. Several small isolated

benches observed on South Table Mountain were formed by

resistant strata but no fiim evidence could be found that

would lead one to believe that resistant strata form the

larger benches. Trenching is required to determine the

reason for the existence of the benches.

Assuming that these benches are the result of landsliding

they may represent an early or intermediate stage in a progres

sive slope failure, while the Rolling Hills Country Club Land

slide represents a later stage. Renewed failure leading to a

later stage could well occur very rapidly.
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Summary of Recommendations

1. Construction-of houses, roads, utility lines and

irrigation ditches, etc. should be planned, designed

and conducted under the supervision of a qualified

soils engineer and engineering geologist. This

re-port should not serve as a substitute for reports

bv those individuals for each proposed pro.iect.

2'. Geologic hazards other than landslides, swelling

soils, excess runoff, etc., must not be ignored.

3. Jefferson County's geologic hazard maps and plans

should be amended to include an area adjacent to each

actual danger area mapped, so as to prevent nearby

constmiction from affecting danger areas.

-4-. Jefferson County should adopt the provisions of

Chapter 70 of the Uniform Building Code, regulating

grading.

5. During any construction, the surrounding land should

be disturbed as little as possible. Natural vegetation

should remain or the construction site re-vegetated.

Adequate drainage is required for any project.

6. The mound at the toe of Zone III of the Rolling Hills

Country Club landslide shoiild be allowed to remain.

Only the material ready to move onto the parking lot

should be removed, leaving as much mass as possible

to resist movement.
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7» Nalrura.! vegs'ta'tiori on "fchs RoXling Hills Coun'try Club

landslide should not be disturbed, and man-made

changes such as grading and cutting should be kept

to a minimum.

8. Surface water entering the Rolling Hills Country Club

landslide from the vicinity of triangulation point

Quariy at the sothwest comer of the slide should be

reduced by grading in that area to direct the water

over the slopes to the northwest,

9, Improvement of the drainage of Zone II on the Rolling

Hills Country Club landslide should be considered.

This could be accomplished by improving the natural

channel in that area, using handwork, not machines,

and insuring the runoff does not flow into other

critical areas.

10. Consideration should also be given to filling the

cracks in those areas where the runoff is concentrated

on the Rolling Hills Country Club landslide with

nonexpansive clay to inhibit infiltration. This should

only be done when the other recommendations are

completed.

11. The Rolling Hills Country Club landslide should be

resurveyed on a periodic basis, and any significant

changes in the landslide or corrective measures taken

should be recorded as they occur, so that a complete

record is available in the future.
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12, This report did not, and was not, intended to discuss

the possible effects of quarrying the latite capping

South Table Mountain. In the event of quarrying,

both the long and short term effect on slope stability

need to be thoroughly investigated.
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APPENDIX A

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF SOUTH TABLE MOUNTAIN

AND THE ROLLING' HILLS COUNTRY CLUB LANDSLIDE
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APPENDIX C

DESCRIPTION OF THE SURVEYING PROGRAM

General

The major portion of the surveying work done in conjunc

tion with this report was conducted on the Rolling Hills

Country Club landslide with a minor amount of work being

done to the west of the landslide. The initial work was done

in the spring of 197^ with additional work completed in the

springs of 1975 and 197^. Students from the Colorado School

of Mines performed the surveying work as a portion of their

class in plane surveying.

The surveying system is comprised of a quadrilateral

used for primary horizontal control, four secondary control

points and four stake lines. Three of the stake lines run in

a north-south direction up the landslide, and the fourth riins

across the landslide in an east-west direction. A traverse

was run from one of the secondary control points. Cable,

westward about 1^00 feet to the common comer of sections 25.

26, 35 and 36 T3S, R70W, 6th Principal Meridian.

Installation of the Control System and Initial Survey

A baseline for the quadrilateral was established in the

Country Club parking lot. The baseline was level-chained

numerous times by various squads until good agreement (0.001 ft.)

was obtained. Solar observations were used to detemine the
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bearing of the baseline. Here again a number of observations

were made and those with the best internal consistency and in

closest agreement with the values obtained by other squads were

used in determining the final bearing.

In addition to the two stations on the end of the baseline

(East Lot and West Lot), two other stations (Quarry and Sniper's

Point) were established at the top of the slope to complete

the quadrilateral. The angles between the sides of the

quadrilateral were measured using transits to turn the angles

six times by repetition. At least three squads turned each

angle at each location and those angles with the best agreement

were used.

The angles of the quadrilateral were adjusted using the

first approximate method. After the adjustment, the length

and bearing of the sides and diagonal of the quadrilateral

were computed. A coordinate system was established with West

Lot being assigned the coordinates 5000,000 feet noirth and

5000.000 feet east. All other coordinates were calculated

from these.

The four secondary control points (Cable, Boulder, Scarp,

and Rociy Point) were located by placing a transit on the

point to be located and then measuring the angles between the

corners of the quadrilateral. Values for these measured angles

were .obtained in the same manner, ie. turning by repetition,

as the angles for the quadrilateral proper.
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Pour stake lines were established to aid in determining

the rate and direction of slide movement. One by two inch

stakes were placed 20 to JO feet apart on all of the lines.

The end point of two of the lines, the eastern and center,

were located in a manner similar to that used to locate the

secondary control points. The western stake line runs between

West Lot and Quarry so the location of its end points were

known and the lateral stake line began at Cable so that one

end point was known and the other could be calculated from the

bearing, and the length of the line. After the stakes were in

place, the distance between them was slope-chained and their

elevations were determined. Slope-chaining and determining

elevations was dons by two or three squads. Distances between

the stakes had to agree exactly and elevations had to agree

within 0.01 feet or the work was repeated.

'Tpllevation was carried in across the Country Club golf

course from a bench mark at the comer of Maclntyre Street

and 32nd Avenue to West Lot. This work was done by two squads

double rod leveling and the elevations obtained had to agree

exactly in order to be accepted. After this was done, it

was possible to assign elevations to the stakes and control

points.

A traverse was run from Cable to the common comer of

sections 25, 26, 35 and 36 T3S, R70W. All of the work for

this traverse was completed by one squad. Six permanent
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points, rocks with "x's" chiseled on them and a maxk on the

rim of a manhole, were established along this traverse so that

movement of the slope could be recorded. Each angle between

the courses of the traverse was determined by turning it six

times by repetition with a transit, but the traverse was not

closed. The squad also ran a level loop from Cable to the

section comer and back, and chained each course.

After the quadrilateral was established and the stake

lines were in place, topographic mapping was started. The

mapping was- done using plane tables and alidades to a scale of

1 inch = 50 feet with a five foot contour interval. The area

mapped is roughly bounded by the southern edge of the parking

lot, the top of the slope and the eastern and western stake

lines. Each squad was assigned an area to map and each area

overlapped the adjacent areas to facilitate compilation of a

single map. Starting elevations and horizontaJ. positions were

obtained from the stakes and the control points. The final

map was field-checked to insure accuracy.

Resurveys

The system was resiirveyed and additional topographic mapping

was done in 1975 and 1976 using the same basic procedures used

in establishing the system. In 1976 the angles of the quadri

lateral were turned using theodolites instead of transits. The

end points of the stake lines were not relocated although in

1976 an attempt was made, but the results were unsatisfactory.
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Lateral movement of the stakes from the centerline of

each stake line was measured in 197^. This was accomplished

"by placing a transit on one end of the line, then sighting

the other end and measuring the deviation of each staice from

the line of sight "by placing a ruler on the stake and reading

the offset.

One squad did all the work necessary for the resurvey of

the traverse to the section corner in 1975' In this resurvey

the angles between the courses of the traverse were measured

only once instead of six times by repetition. In 197^ one

squad measured the angles between the courses of the traverse

and measured the length of each course using a Hewlett Packard

electronic distance-measuring instrument. A number of squads

participated in the leveling between points on the traverse,

each squad being assigned a particular course to level.

The topographic mapping done in 1975 was a continuation

of that done the previous year, with the work being extended

on the south, east and west of the area already mapped. Mapping

done in 1976 was all conducted west of control point Cable

and generally paralleling the telephone lines to the end of

the report area. This mapping was done to a scale of 1 inch =

50 feet with a contoiir interval of five feet so that it was

compatible with previous mapping.
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Problems with the Surveying Data

When the quadrilateral was established and in subsequent

years no ties were made with external reference points.

Prom each resurvey it was seen that the lengths and bearings

of the sides of the quadrilateral had changed implying control

points had moved. However, since there are no ties with

external reference points, the direction of movement of the

control points can not be determined. I attempted to overcome

this problem by fixing each point in the control system and

calculating how the remaining points would move. This approach

proved fruitless and in each case at least one point moved in

a direction or a distance that could not be supported by the

evidence found on the ground.

Somewhat similar problems were encountered in the data for

the stake lines, especially with regard to the elevations of

the stakes.

Another problem lies in the kind of stakes used in the

stake lines. Since the stakes axe only twelve inches long,

they are susceptible to heaving and movement induced by frost

action and swelling soils. This problem with the stakes is

of little impoirtance in areas of large displacement, but

hinders the measurements of small displacements.

Using students to do the surveying is a major contributing

factor in the eirors, due mostly to their inexperience and

poor appreciation of the accuracy required.
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Presentation of Data

The data obtained from the surveying program is presented

in the form of one plate and eight tables. Plate 10 shows

the layout of the surveying and control system. The values

on the plate are for 197^. Table 8 lists the length and

bearing of the baseline of the quadrilateral for 197^1 1975

and 1976. Table 9 lists the coordinates and elevations of the

control points for the three years. In this table, Quarry

was assumed to be fixed and all other coordinates were calcu

lated in relationship to Quarry. The change in elevation of

the control points is also tabulated in Table 9* From the

data in these two tables it is possible to easily calculate

any other required information about the quadrilateral.

All of the data for the stake lines is tabulated in five

tables (Tables 10, 11, 12, I3 and 1^). One table for each

stake line shows the elevation of each stake, the difference

in elevation between stakes, and the slope distance between

stakes and the changes in those quantities for all three years.

The difference in elevation between stakes was used to try to

eliminate any errors that may have occurred in determining the

absolute elevations of the stakes. The fifth table (Table 1^)

shows the lateral offset of the stakes from the centerline of

each stake line as measured in 1976.

Data for the traverse from Cable to the common comer of

Sections 25, 26, 35 and 36, T3S, R70W is presented in the form
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of a traverse table (Table 15)• This was used instead of a

table of coordinates for the points on the traverse because

of the uncertainty of the values for the coordinates of Cable

from year to year and the great variation in the coordinates

of the points on the traverse. If desired, coordinates may

be calculated from the data presented. The elevations and

changes in elevations are also shown on the same table.

Conclusions

Once it is recognized that errors exist in the surveying

data, the data can be used, if care is taken, to compare the

results for any one point from year to year and to question

any values that seem unreasonable. When the data is viewed

in this manner and the evidence for movement observable on

the ground is taken into account, reasonable data may be obtained.

If the system were to be resurveyed in a few years, the move

ment will be great enough that errors of a few htmdredths of

a foot should, for the most part, be negligible.

The overall accuracy of the surveying could be improved if

it were done by professionals instead of students learning to

survey. However, the cost of hiring surveyors would probably

make it impractical. Replacing the wooden stakes with longer

metal rods would eliminate the heaving caused by frost action

and swelling soils. The quadrilateral should also be tied

to some external reference points so that its movement can be

determined.
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appendix d

SCHMIDT PLOTS OF JOINTS

IN THE VICINITY OF THE ROLLING HILLS

COUNTRY CLUB LANDSLIDE
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